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I INTRODUCTION 

The last twerty years hs seen treat 

theoretical advnces in the aplieation of genetic 

principles to practical problems of livestock 

improvement, deriving m- inly from Lush and his 

school. 	These new ideas have provided a great 

stimulus to population genetics in general and 

to ani al breeding methods in particular. 

In spite 01 the large number of laboratory 

selection experiments which have been assayed 

during the past twenty years, very few have been 

devoted to the experimental validation of these 

logical theories. 	In general, the main eflort 

has been concentrated on seeing how far selection 

can proceed, althougi it must be recognised that 

in the many types of domesticated animals, with 

long generation intervals, there has scarcely 

been sufficient time to allow of a critical 

appraisal. However, many examples are already 

known where selection seems to be ine2fectixe, 

or almost so, for certain economic characters 

:nd ma1y doubts have been raised, not only as 

to the ;enerl alicability of the breeding 

pL iis/ 
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plans formulted, but also as to the reliability 

of some of the genetic parameters and their 

methods of estimation. 

It seemed, therefore, both desirable and 

important that a series of selection experiments be 

undertaken with a view of examining the extent 

to which observations conform with expectation 

and, in the case of non-conformance, to ascertain 

and throw light on the discrepancies. 

In the examintion of such a programme, many 

points of practical importance arise and their 

elucidation, where possible, must be of considerable 

value. 	Perhaps it will be convenient to list 

some of the questions which appear to be of 

significance, and then later, as a result of the 

information obtained darinL  the course of 

selection, endeavour to provide answers to some 

of these questions. 

In the inauguration of a seletion programme 

the first question is concerried with the degree of 

accuracy with which advance can be predicted on 

the basis of knowledge of the heritability and 

phenotypic variation that exists in the population 

f rom/ 



from which the first selection is to be made. 	It 

seems that the value of a prediction would depend 

on the behaviour of the popultlon parameters as 

selection proceeds. 	Foremost amongst these are 

the heritability of the character, the amount of 

variation, the amount of selection pressure possible 

and, depending on the breeding system, the amount 

of inbreeding involved. 	Changes in the phenotypic 

vriabillty of characters during' selection have 

been previously recorded in many studies but there 

seems to be very little slmilLr information on the 

generation-to-gene rail on changes in heritability, 

partiouLrly when different systems of mating are 

praeti.ed. 	There is always an implied, and indeed 

logical, assumption that selection over a few 

generations will, in the case of e character 

controlled by numerous genes of small effects, 

have little influence on both the genetic variation 

and the kioritability. 	Hovever, should there be a 

gene (or genes) of fairly large effect concerned, 

then it is not unreasonable to assume that both 

genetic variation and heritability might be more 

drastically affected. 

Furthermore/ 



Furthermore, at the beginning of selection, 

little will be known of the actual way in Thich the 

genes combine their effects. 	If, for instnce, 

the genes interact geometrically by multiplying 

their effects, then a logarithmic type scale would 

appear to represent the situ:.tion more accurtely 

than the arithmetic, nd any predictions based on 

the arithmetic scale are likely to deviate con-

siderably from the final observed result. 

Then, again, if selection were to be repeated 

on the same character and starting from the same 

basic population, would the end result be similr? 

In otier words, if several lines were selected 

concurrently, to what extent would they deviate 

from each other? 	This may be of some practical 

importance, for in any plan fo:' livestock improve-

ment, a certain amount of inbreeding is usually 

unavoidable and the process of 'rift' or random 

fixation may considerably modify the end result. 

Many alternate methods are available for 

predicting the transmitting ability or breeding 

value of an. individual. 	The Lheory provides an 

- 
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estimate of the relative efficiencies of te 

animals own phenotype, or of the phenotypes of 

groups of its reltives, or perhaps a combination 

of both, as predictors of its breeding value. 	It 11 

is important to know just how efficient such 

met ods actually are in practice. 

In estimating the degree of heritability of a 

character, a multiplicity of methods is available. 

It is necessary to have some idea of the extent to 

which they provide aberant answers, a nd how these 

can best be interpreted. 	Some knowledge of the 

number of observations required in order to give 

a reasonably reliable estimate is also needed. 

How important, aid to what degree are 

correlated responses determinable? On th basis 

of knowledge of the magnitude of the genetic 

correlation between two characters, it is 

possible to estimate, theoretically, how much 

change should occur in the co.-, related character 

for a 4ven amount of charl€e in the primary 

character. 	To what degree are such predictions 

affected by uncontrollable phenomena? 

Finally, one miht consider the effects of 

natural/ 
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natural selection on a popu1 tion ',,..-hose mean has 

been shifted in either direction. 	Ahat effect 

have five or six generations of selection on the 

reproductive fitness of the animal? Ever, though 

natural selection may not be suffic.ently intense 

to counteract the artificial presaure, nevertieioss 

it may prevent the expected selection from, being 

I  fully realised. 

All of the above problems seem to be of 

sufficient importae to warrant examination. 	It 

is neither into 'ided, nor presumed, that such problem 

can be answered in the course of a single experinent 

Indeed it is most unlikely that all the conclusions 

drawn by observation on a particular character will 

necessarily be relevant or applicable to another. 

However, it does see that a similar inspection of 

the peculi rities of many different characters 

might be ei.fective in providing better understanding 

of some of the anomalies which appear to be so 

prevalent in selection experiments. 
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II QUANTITATIVE INiTRITNCE 

A. 	torica1 Owt1ine 

The prevailirk concept of hereuity in the 

nineteenth century was that of a blending proees, 

similar to the mixing of two fluids. Under the 

blending theory, populations should become more 

uniform with the passage of time. 	In fact, 

they should approach uniformity at an alarming 

rate, half of the remaining variance being lost 

every generation. 	Biologists, of course, 

realised that such a diminution of variation was 

not taking place and so it was supposed that 

some type of new hereditary vari:tion was 

arising sufficiently rapidly to prevent triis 

drastic loss. 

With the rediscovery of Mendelian genetics 

in 1900, rny of the mysteries which had been 

asooiated with the previously held theory of 

InheritEnee were promptly disposed of. 	Inherit- 

ance was shown to be prticulate arid the units 

of transmission became known as genes. 	It soon 

beo ne evident that the Mendelian mechanism 

was sufficient to account for the conservation 

of/ 



of variability indefinitely, providing such dis-

turbing influences as migration, mutation, aid 

selection were absent. 	Chance can, through the 

process of segregation and recombination, change the 

variability, but these changes are quite random and 

their effect is slight except in small populations. 

The Neo-Mendelian geneticists at first 

devoted their attention to the segregation of major 

mutations. 	The biometrioians Galton and Pearson 

had developed mathematical procedures for the 

description of continuous variation and it was 

firmly held that the results of biometrical in-

vestigation had no place in the general Mendelian 

scheme. 	The biornetricians had fo.mulated their 

laws of inherit floe under the supposition of 

blending inheritance and were thus unable to 

partition variation into its hereditary and 

envirommental fractions. 	However, whilst there 

was no doubting that inheritance was particulate, 

this fact h'-. .d to be reconciled with the continuous 

variEtion of many characters which were undoubtedly 

inherited. 

TLs, i becaie more iiU more ulear that most 

cases of inhcrit.nce were far removed fvom 

exhibiting/ 
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exhibiting the simplicity which Mendel found in 

certain variations of the pea. 	The multiple factor 

theory of quantitative inheritance really began to 

develope when Nilsson-Ehle demonstratea the 

Mendelian nature of apparently continuous variation 

in the colour of wheat and this work was further 

substantiated when East (1910) made similar claims 

concerning the inheritance of colour in maize 

kernels. Johannsen, in 1909,  with the aid of pure 

lines of beans, was unable to show any effect of 

selection on obviously variable material. He was 

further able to demonstrate that environmental 

agencies were capable of causing continuous 

variation and that a distinction could be made 

between genetic and non genetic variability of the 

same character. 

A more statistical aproaoh resulted in the 

independent findings of Hardy and Weinberg in 1908 

in which they pointed out that a large randomly 

breeding popu1tion is in equilibrium with respect 

to each set of alleles and thus tends to maintain 

its variability. 	This finding was in sharp 

contrast/ 
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contrast to the expected halving of variability in 

each generation under the idea of blending 

inheritance. 	Of course the iIardy-einberg rule 

breaks down in the presence of such disturbing 

factors as natural selection or limited population 

size. 

In 1904 Pearson examined the hypothesis that 

some characters were determined by a large number 

of Mendelian factors and that the large variance 

among full sibs was due to the segregation of 

those factors in respect to which the parents 

were heterozygous. 	He found that his correlations, 

on the basis of complete editivity of effects, 

turned out to be uniformly too low and concluded 

that the observed correlations between relatives 

in large populations were incompatible with 

Mendelian heredity. 

Yule (1906) showed that this was not 

necessarily so and pointed out that those low 

valus could be satisfactorily explained on the 

assumption of complete dominance. 	Yule further 

indicated the simiL. rity of the effects of 

dominance and environment in reducin. the 

corfelations between relatives. 

Fisher/ 
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Fisher (1918) examined the data on stture 

collected by the Pearson school nd concluded that, 

in gener&l, the hypothesis of oumul;tiVO Menc.eliafl 

factors secmod to Lit the facts very accurately. 

At the same time he attempted to partition the 

genetic and environmental sources of variation and 

was able to extract from the genetic part a 

component due to the average effect of the genes 

and a component due to dominance. In the examina- 

tion of the various correlations between relatives 

he succeeded in clarifying the part played by 

dominznOe in reduciri: the magnitude of the 

correlation and thus demonstrated that the above 

mentioned results of Pearson were not incompatible 

with Mendelian heredity. By &nalysinL the 

correlations between various types of relatives, 

he was fu ther able to show that in some cases the 

dominance deviations are correlated and that, 

althouEh the overall effect of dominsnee is to 

reduce the oorrel.tiOfl5, in these particular 

instances t1ere is a kind of rebate proportional 

to the magnitude of the dominance correlations. 

In the course of his studies Fisher shoied that 

th e/ 
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the effect of dominance is to reduce the fraternal 

correlation to only half the extent to which the 

parent offsprin, reseablanee is reduced. 

irig1it (1921) in a series of papers, ;hilst 

confirming the early results of Pi'her's work, 

extended the analysis of the genetic sitution to 

cover all types of mating systems. 	Vitb the aid 

of path coefficients (Wright 1934) he was able to 

provide a thorough examination of the biorntric 

relationships existing not only in a randomly 

breeding population but also when such types of 

meting as genetic and somatic aseortative prevail. 

Later he gave a most comprehensive study to the 

genetic consequences of selection for epistatic 

effects (?;right 1935). 

Mather (1941, 3.942 9  1943) in attempting to 

explain polygenic behaviour has developed a theory, 

aided by experimentation, concerning polygenic 

organisation. 	The constituent genes are considered 

to be arranged along the chromosomes in a definite 

order with alternating plus and minus genes and 

this order constitutes a state of balance within 

the chromosome. 	Such a balanced mechanism provides 

a means whereby genetic variation is stored and 

this/ 



this storage storage process is aided by linkage and 

heterozygosity whereis recombination is the ueans 

of release. 	Natural selection has tended to build 

up such combinations as are advantageous in giving 

a :ell adapted phenotype :,.ad the polygenie 

combinations which .ive extreme phenotypic variants 

are at considerable disadvantage. 	The optimum 

phenotype is a g rLetie intermediate nd the genes are 

regarded es being tightly linked in repulsion. 

Recombination thus lovers, present fitness by 

prodoing extreme deviants but &t IUhe same time it 

maintains the poa1b11ity of future change. Mather 

has further drawn attention to two types of 

genetic variability, namely free and potential. 

Free variability is that which is caused by the 

phenotypes differing in their uegree of expression 

of a chEracter ind thus will be open to the action 

of selection. 	The potentia.1 variability, on the 

other hand, is not manifest in the phenotype - 

it exists purely in the genotype, ..nd is thus 

incapable of being affected in any way by selective 

agencies. 

Chapman (1946) examined the relative importance 

Of/ 
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of the genetic arid non éenetic sources of variation 

in the ;eight response of the immature rat ovary 

to a st.ndard dose of gonadotrophIn. 	3y subdividing 

the variation into nine different components and by 

working out the correlation between a whole host of 

relatives he was able to identify the fraction of 

the total variance contributed by each one of these 

componoits. 	In his random bred colony ie found tha 

the additive genetic variance could account for 

practically all the genetic variance present, 

although the latter represented only 28 of the 

total variation. 	Mther (1949a) utiliacd second 

and third order statistics to ;nLilyse the sources 

of variation in ear conformation found in a cross 

between two varieties of barley. 	His conclusions 

were that the variation due to domirLnoe was 

important but tha-t epistasis was negligible. 

Lush and his school have recently adapted 

and extended the work of Wright, particular 

emphasis being attached to its practical utility 

In the sphere of livestock improvement. 	The 

concept of 'degree of determination by heredity', 

as formulated by right, has given rise to the all 

impo'tant parameter known as 'heritability', the 

latter/ 
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lat -ter representing that fraction of the total 

phenotypic variation which is attributed to the 

average effect of genes. 	As a result Lush (1945) 

has been able to present a concise outline of the 

general theory of quantitative inheritance. 	By 

integrating the Mendelian and biometric approach he 

has initiated and opened the way for a systematic 

exploration of the consequence of population genetics 

in the field of animal breeding and it is to the 

examination of some of these consequences that this 

thesis is devoted. 

B. 	notrpicVriabi1iy and Its Subdivi.ion 

If any artificial atteajt to alter the outward 

manifestation at a character, in. a Jven environ-

mental situation, is to be successful, there is an 

underlying requisite that the character displays a 

certain amount of genetic heterogeneity. 	It will 

be recalled that Johanssen was unsuccessful in his 

attempts at selction of variants in pure lines 

of besne even though within the lines there was 

considerable veriation. 	One must thus recognise 

the necessity for the existence of genelie vriation 

in order that selection be effective. 

The ctual observable is always the phenotype 

and/ 



and each each individuel phenotype is the net result of 

a variety of environmental conditions and of many 

genes, the effects of which may combine simply or 

may interact with each other in peculiar and 

unexpected ways. 	Each zygote consists of a 

combintton of genes but that combirtion is not 

transmitted as such. 	Instead, segregation results 

in only a sample half of the genes going into 

each gamete. 	In so far as phenotypic differences 

between individuals depend on environmental 

conditions peculi.r to each, or upon the presence 

of genes in special oombinitions, these ciifferences 

cannot be expected to recur, except on very rare 

occasions, in their offspring. 

The relation of phenotype to heredity and 

environment can be expressed in a very general way 

by writing 

P = :1 (H,E) 

The simplest mariner in vhioh differences in 

heredity (H) and in environment (E) could combine 

their effects in the phenotype (P) ouid be by 

addition. 	The phenotype would then become a 

linear fmetion of two variables 

P = H + E 

The/ 
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The vsrinee of P can then be written as 
2.. 21 

Op =H + 	+ 2C0VPE 

and if there is no correltion between H and E, 

the phenotypic variance is then separable into a 

portion d:e to indiyidual differences in heredity 

(H) and another portion due to cifferences in 

environment (E). 	The term Cov HE will be 

unimportit in data ±om well designed experiments 

and thus can quite legitimately be neglected. 

In fact the main purpose of randomisation, which 

plays such a prominent part in modern experimental 

design, is to make such correlation negligible. 

The real danger in omitting this term, lies in the 

use of data which has not been subjected to this 

restriction, a typical illustration of this being  

in opertional research. 	For example, very often 

in livestock research, milk records may be collected 

from numerous herds all under different ownership 

andgement. 	If the covs, which are good 

because of the genes they possess, receive better 

trestment than those cows considered to be of 

poorer genetic constitution, then such preferential 

troatent will introduce a corelation between 

genotype and envirorimant. 
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(a) Heieditry Variation: 

The heredity of the thaividual has so far been 

considered as a unit, which indeed it is as far 

as that individual's phenotype is concerned. 

However, there are numerous possibilities as to 

the way the genes may interact amongst themelves, 

the whole combination doing something quite differ—

ent from the sum of the average effects of those 

ge:ies, and it is the composite of these inter—

actions which we call H. 

These joint effects of the genes are 

hereditary in the broad sense that the differences 

they cause between individuals are due to factors 

those individuals inherited. However, they are 

not hereditary in 1he nar.Low sense, for such 

combinations are rarely passed on to offspring. 

Rather, they tend to be lost in the process of 

segregation id reoombirLtion, 	 uhe 

formation of new zygotes, entirely different new 

eombinr.tions most likely will result. 	On the 

other hsnd the individual genes are traiismitted as 

units, and in so far as these genes have a 

P rticular value, or an average value, the related 

individuals could be expected to resemble each 

other/ 



other because because of these effects. 

The concept of the 'average effect' of a 

particuLir gene substitution perhaps requires a 

little consideration. 	It is relevant to a given 

popul&tion and depends on the frequency of the 

gene in question and also on the ngnitude and 

extent of the interactions present, both intra 

and inter allelic. 	Thus, in some individuals, 

a iven gue substitution may have a large positive 

effect, in others the same substitution may have a 

small effect, and yet in others it may have a 

negative effect. By averagin these diverse 

effects over the whole population, one obtains the 

'averge effect' of the gene in ueetion. 	The 

'expected' value or 'breeding' value of an animal 

may be h: d by adding together the average effects 

of all the genes which the animal has. 	The 

variation among the exptcted values is really the 

varinee de to the average effects of genes, or 

the genie variance, but, duC to lack of uniformity 

in the terminology, is usually called the t.dditive 

genetic variance. 

Differences between the expected and the actual 

genotpie values are deviations from the simple 

adiiti:e/ 
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additive scheme and can be accommodated under the 

clasifloetion of dominance thVietioAS or epistatic 

deviations end constitute what is known as non 

additive genetic variation. 

The total hereditary varinee earL i.ow be sub-

divided into a portion due to the average effects 

of genes (a), and into a portion due to deviations 

from this scheme. 	These latter are eom.poaed of 

domince thvitioris (D) r). C1 e r. 	tie devi: tLons (I) 
2. 	z 

Thur 	H = 	+ 	+ 071 

The pr.rtitioning of the total hereditary 

variance is achieved by the method of 'least squares', 

such that the expected or genie values are required 

to lie on a straight line end the squared deviutions 

of these genie values from the actually observed 

values are minimised, 

The three eoinporien.ts of vari.nee are so 

described as to preclude any intercorrelations 

between them in the same individual. Mather (1)49) 

has examined this aspect of the partitioning of 

hereditary variance using the ease of dominance 

but no interac1 i.. 

It is the additive genetic varition v:hieh 

contributes in the sir:plest rid most direct way 

to/ 
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to the likeness between relatives, and knowledge 

of its size is funthuientl for estim.ting the 

probable effects of any proposed breeding plan. 

When the average effect of a gene is large most of 

the variotion caused by that gene will appear in 

the 'adaitive' portion. 	On the other hand, if 

the average effect is zero, then the additive 

genetic variation caused by that gene will be zero. 

This is the likely situation ,here a genetic 

Intermediate is favoured, most of the genetic 

variance being; of an epietatic nature. 

Wright (1950) has illustrated the way in 

which portion of the adciitive genetic van; rice 

depends on dornina rice nd on the frequency, p , of 

the rocesive allele. 	In the case of complete 

dominance, as the recessive becomes more and more 

rare, the aduitive portion fo*ms an increasingly 

smaller faction of the total dereditary variance. 

This is precisely rhot is inferred when it is 

sometimes stated that dominance hinders progress 

'.'hen the dominant allele reaches a high frequency. 

In the ease of overdominance, the additive genetic 

fraction of the hereditary variance Is at a 

maximum for Lth or low values of p, nd falls 

of r/ 
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off quickly towards intermediate Values of p, 

makin: no contribution at all when p = 0.5, all 

the hereditary variance then being du to over-

dominance. 

The contributions of genes to the total 

kiereuitary varlince depend on the relative 

frequency of alleles and the degree of dominance. 

They approach zero if either allele is rare. 	In 

the case of no dominance, where the heterozygote 

is exactly intermediate, the contribution is 

maximum when p = 0.5, for complete dominance 

when p = 0.7 9  Lnd for pure overdominance, wuOn 

p=0.5. 

Fisher (1918) was the first to estimate the 

re1tive contributions of the additive part and 

dominance deviations to the total hereditary 

variance, his 	representin; the torner and 62 

the latter, 

Lush (1946) has presented fomulae to cover 

the same situation. 	His expressions, general 

for all kinds of mating, and for all degrees of 

dominance, are as follows: 
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= 
1+P+(i-F)(k-1)(1-2q) 

where q is the freiuency of the dorninnt allele, 

F is Wright's Coefficient of Inbreeding (1riht 

1922) and k is an indication f the degree of 

dominance, and is equal to 1 for the ease of no 

dominenee, 2 for complete dominance End exceeds 

2 for overdominance. 

The term epistasis has come into general usage 

to describe the situation where the actual effect 

of a gene substitution will be determined by the 

presence,r absence of one or more non-audio genes. 

When the genes thus interfere with or change each 

other's effects, the actual effect of a gone 

substitu 4  ion will vary and dtpend on what other 

genes are already pre.ent. 	Lush (1948) has 

examined the case involvin two non allelic genes, 

A 	nd B, each of which must be present in the 

dominant fom to produce the desired effect. 	This 

is tine general ease which is usually referred to as 

inter-allelic interaction. 	2uch of the hereditary 

variance can be described by the aduitive scheme. 

0n/ 
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On the assumption that A and B hve sirai1..r 

frequencies, i.e. CiA  = qB  = q, Lush has shon tLat 

the relative contributions to arince are in the 

fo1lo in :iopor 	ns 
a 	a 	a 	 2 	2 

01 = 	l-q) 	2q : (l-q) 

Wright (1935) has :iven a detailed examination 

of the type of epistesis which is involved when an 

intermediate value or level of functioning, rather 

than either extreme, is optimum. 	Such a genetic 

situation illustrates very adequately how the 

average effect of a gene substitution can be 

positive in some populations, whilst the same 

substitution in another populmition may be negative 

in value. 	In ;et a third population, the same 

substitution might have positive effects as often, 

and of equal magnitude, as it has negative effects, 

thus having the overall average effect of zero. 

In this letter case, there would be no genie 

variance at all. 

el, tive 	p2x:tanceof tile Components of 

HereditrVrjatjon. 

Since the whole basis of selective breeding is 

based on the presence of additive genetic variation 

one/ 
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one might veil consider what effect the presence 

of dominance and epistasis has on effective breeding 

methods. 	In general, both of these act in a 

manner somewhat similar to environment in that 

they tend to confuse. 	They make one's judent 

of breeding value, based on phenotypic perfo mance, 

less reliable than would otherwise be the case or, 

in other wvgs, they lower the correlation between 

breeding value and phenotype. 

Domihanee is not of great importance except 

when the recessive allele becomes rare, in which 

case it does make further progress difficult. 

OverdominEnce, on the other hand is an extremely 

different matter, and if extreme, can not only 

prevent response to selection but in fct can 

actually lower the average merit of the existing 

character. 	Speeil breeding techniques are 

required to utilise most efficiently the effects of 

overdominance. 	The development of inbred lines 

with their subsequent crossing in all combinations 

is one method of attack which has been of major 

importance In the corn industry. Ordir4'y cross-

breeding between distinct strains or breeds may be 

effective and in recent xears teehniçues have bean 

developed/ 
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developed for selecting strains for their ability 

to cross effectively with other strains; i.e. 

for their specific combining ability. 

Jut how important epistasis is, it is difficult 

to determine. 	Seath and Lush (1940) have 

advanced reasons to substantiate their claim that 

rare epistatie combinations of genes would not have 

any selective advantage. 	They looked for 

evidence of epistasis in their examination of fat 

yield in milk from Jersey cattle nd could find 

none. Similr results have been obtained in 

other investi1 ations as reported by Johnston, 

Bartlett, and Copelind (1940), Hazel LIM4 Lamoreux 

(1947) and Lerner (1945). 

If epista sic were important, presumably the 

emphasis would shift towards the desirability of 

fixing the f;vourab1e combinations. 	This 	would 

require some form of inbreeding, with e1ection or, 

more correctly, line breedin, to an ncestor hoe 

hereditary constitution was believed to contain 

sch combintions. 

(b) EnvirorirnertalVari&. tion 

Three types of env!ronen-tal varition must be 

recognised. 

(i) The intngib1e environmental variance 

Thi ch/ 
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which is not common oven to closely related 

anim1s but which is doubtless responsible for 

much variation in early development. 	This is 

the portion which Wright (1921) has described 

as 'chance irregularities as factors in 

development'. 	It is very o-ften difficult to 

separate such effects from the overall 

environmental variation, but in the case of 

meristie characters, estimates of this 

intangible variation can be obtained and this 

will be indicated later on. 

The uncontrolled environmental effects which 

are random in their distribution, having 

equal probability of affecting any member of a 

population. 	Experimentally, one endeavours 

to control these variations both hysioally, 

by making conditions as uniform as possible, 

and statistically, by applyin, apropriate 

corrections. 

PirlELily, and in some situations of extreme 

impo tance, is the component of environmental 

variation which is common to members of the 

same roup or family, but v rica from. i'oup 

to/ 
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to group. 	Included in this oate.ory 

are non genetic effects of the mother 

on her offapring - ma..ternal effects. 	The 

presence of this prtioular type of 

environmental variation can be responsible 

for setting low limits to the accuracy 

of the progeny test, which would other—

wise rise to perfection as the number of 

offspring increased indefinitely. 

C. The Accuracy of Selection 

Heritability may be defined as that fraction 

of the total phenotypic variance which is due to 

the verae effects Of 

2 

2 
h = 

op 

It represents the fraction of the superiority of 

prents which is transmitted to their offspring, 

and is thus a fundamental parameter in selective 

breeding. 	Depending on its magnitude, it 

indicates the correct type of breeding plan to 

be adopted and also permits of predictions of the 

amount of response which might be expected under 

the different types of breeding systems. 

Tht/ 
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ThLt an inaividual's phenotype may not be a 

reliable indicator as to its breeding potentialities 

can be seen from the following. 	Dominance and 

epistasis may be raising or lowering the value of 

the phenotype, and since such combinations are not 

generally transmitted (a little of the epistatic 

combinations may be) as such, the net result in 

the offspring may be totally different to what 

was eviue'it in the parents. 

Furtbermore, the individuals phenotype may 

have been high or low becauo of favourable or 

unfevourable environmental circumstances. 	A 

given high phenotypic level will consist of many 

different genotypes. 	Some of these will come 

from th;t part of the genotypic distribution 

below this phenotypic level, and others will come 

from the upper part of the genotypic distribution. 

In the former case, the environment will have had 

a fvourable effect in obtaining a greater response 

in the character than its genotype ould indicate, 

and likewise, in the latter case unfavourable 

environmental circumstances will have depressed 

the character to a level inferior to that 

suggested by its genotype. 	The effects of 

such/ 
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such environment is randon and equally likely to 

affect any genotype. 	However, because of the 

symmetry of the distribution there will be many 

more genotypes of the first typo than of the second 

and therefore, the poorer genotypes will contribute 

more to a certain high phenotypic group or class 

than will the better genotypes. 	This is just 

another way of saying that, in general, the genie 

value of an individual with a superior .henotype 

will usually be less than indicated by the phenotype 

itself. 

Using a sic:ilar argument, it will be apparent 

that an individual with a poor phenotype Will, in 

general, have a higher genie value thai its pheno- 

type would predict. 	Since environmental deviations 

are not inherited, there will be a tendency for 

offspring to regress towards the men of the 

popultion. 

The fraction of the parents' suporiority that 

can be recovered in i;eir offspring is the major 

consideration and it is only that part which is 

due to the average effects of the genes the 

parents heve which is, of course, the heritability. 

In statistical terms it is the regression of 

genetic/ 
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genetic difierences, or breeding value, on 

phenotypic differences, and it permits of a 

predictinfl of breeding value from phenoty;iO 

perform;flCe. 

(a) Methods o 	I'M  tinjtabiliY 

Numerous methods are available for the 

esti-ration of heritability and most of them depend 

on how closely phenotypic reseinbl'nce parallels 

genetic resemblance. 	In this present study, four 

Independent methods of estimation will be used and 

a short statement relevant to these methods can 

nov: be inserted. 

It can easily be shown that 

t = rh' + 

where t is the phenotypic correlation between 

invi aui;, ri tL 	ut1C rel.Lionsiip and 

in.uao s&ci eniie efeets as 

dominL nee and epiatasi vien Ley are Co.-,  

amongst Le 1ndividuls, as well as the environ-

mental portion which is common to certain roups 

but random between groups. 

Generally, epistasiE end aominan-ee are not 

importantly correlated between reletives, but the 

environm2nte1/ 



environmental correlation may be importLnt, and if 

so, must be sub±ftacted from the phenotypic co.xre—

ltion before c.ny estiate of heritability can be 

had. 	Thus, hving made due allowance for the 

possible a term 

2 	t' h = - 	Where t' = 

The full sib or half sib correlation has 

frequently been used in obtaining estiintes of 

heritability, the degree of relationship (r) being 

respectively and . 	The latter correlation is 

generally available for all typos' of livestock 

whereas the former is restricted to pigs and poultry, 

and of course laboratory stock, 

The use of the full, sib ooreltion has serious 

objections in that one quarter of the dominance 

deviations are corelated amongst full sibs, and if 

these are of any nwgnitude, heritabilities are 

likely to be too high. 	Perhaps a more serious 

objection is the fact that environmental correlations 

may also be large and difficult to make correction 

fo'i'. 	This is most likely to be a serious form of 

error in the case of litter mates which are 

contemporaneous and whtch are thus likely to have 

been/ 
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been exposed to similar pre-natal and post-natal 

environmental agencies, 

Hlf sib correlations have, genen.11y, greater 

practical utility. However, since the relationship 

is less close, sampling errors are likely to be 

more serious nd greater amounts of data may be 

required. 	The method is uncomplicated by uominance 

and, in experimental material, environmental effects 

are generally uninpo rt nt • 	If different groups of 

half sibs were subjected to different levels of 

environment, as may be the ease with data on milk 

production coming from different herds, then the 

environmental disturbance may be very troublesome. 

Smith (1922-3)  has provided a st.ridard error 

which can be used in conjunction with the above 

mentioned intra-class correlations 	d is given as: 

t = [i-tJ [l+(n-i)tJ 

here  t = intra class correl: tion. 

n = number in a group (half sib or full sib) 

N = degrees of freedom between groups 

Fiher (1946) has pointed out that he utility 

of this expression is subject to limitations and that 

it is inapplicable, even when N 	, is 1rgewhen the 
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actual correlation is in the neighbourhood of 

+lsnd 

Generolly, however, the formula is of some use 

thouh the distribution is likely to be extremely 

skew when the core1ation is very low. 

Lush (1940) suggested that the 'intra sire 

regression of off spring. on darn' would provide 

reliable estimates of heritability. 	Since the 

analysis is 'within sires', most of the enironinntal 

differences are excluded, but there is alwys the 

possibility of an environmental correl: tion between 

daugher and darn if the offspring were to receive 

similar treatment as their dams. 	The use of the 

regression, rother than correlation, E:ives an 

unbiased estimate even if the darns are a selected 

lot. 

In oil three types of relationship aiscuo:sed, 

namely full sib, half sib and parent offs,-;---i%, 

epist:.tic deviations are eorrelted to some degree. 

However, it is only the simpler types of interactions 

which could be of importnce. 	For instance one 

quarter of the two gene combinations are correlated 

in the full sib ond parent offsprir comparison, 

whereas/ 
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whereas only one sixteenth of these are co-.-related 

between half sibs. 	The corresponding fractions for 

three gene interactions would be , 	and 1/64 

respectively. 

Pini1y, heritability can be estimated from an 

experiment in which selection has been carried out 

in both directions, and continued for many 

gene rtions. 	The estimate is obtained by dividing 

the diverLence between lines by the total amount 

of seloction actually practised. 	Selection is 

usually in the two directions in oraer to provide 

a control on environmental f1uotutions. 	Falconer 

(1953b) has called this 'the realised heritability' 

in order to avoid confusion with estimates obtained 

by other methods. 	This method has the possible 

adv ritege in that i. tends to dilute or eliminate 

the epistatic effects, but is restricted almost 

entiely to laboratory experimentation. 

(b) Family Herite,  

Just :s individual heritability can be regarded 

as indicating the accuracy of prediction of the 

breedinf value of an individual on the basis of 

phenotypic performance, so can the family 

heritability be described as the regression of 

family/ 
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family mean genie, or breedin, value on family mean 

phenotypic value. 	It can 1so be represented as 

the fraction of the total phenotypic variance betwee 

family averages, which is genetic. 	The phnotypic 

verince betveen ±i1y avert es can be writ en s 

= 	
2. 

(l—i ) 	+ C 	+ 	
± 

n 	n 

= 	[i+(n—i)tJ 

n 

and the genc Ic 	ction c 
a 	 l—r 

+ 	ii 	OG 

= 4 [i+(n—i)rJ 

where a = a; + a + Q is the total pheno— 
J.. 	 . 	 C 

typic V; ition between members of difierent fami1ie, 

i.e. unrelated individuals drawn from the same 

population. 

Prom the above, 
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= 
-- ( - 

h2 	C n-hr 
= 1+(n-1)t 

Robertson and Rendel (1950) have provided a 

solution using a slightly different approach. 	They 

worked out the regression of m future daughters on 

the performance of n daughters already tested. 	The 

regression can be shown to be: 
nrh 

mn b = 1+(n-17 

= h' 

and differs slightly from the expression for 

as given above. 

If a particular animal, about whose breeding 

value we may be concerned, has its own performance 

Included in the family average, then the first 

formula would correctly appraise the situation, 

whereas if its performance were not included, as 

for example the selection of a cockerel on the 

basis of the egg production of Its Lull sisters, 

then the second formula for family heritability 

would be correct. 

This may be made a little clearer by looking 

at the actual correlations involved and these are 

shown diagrarnatically in Text Pig. 1. 
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TEXT FIG. I 

The figure shov's the biometrical relations 

between the average phenotype, X, of a family 

and the breeding values, G1, end ptenoipes, P1, 

of the individ,1 mebrs J that family. 	V 

reprsent 	 r1es ( othe thn the G1) 

which affect the P1  in the same way for all members 

of a fsmli but may uiffer from one family to 

another. 	The W inuicate all eiieumst rices, 

except he G3 , hieh affect the eorresporiig P, 

but are entirely rendom in their effects. 

In," 
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In the first instance we require the regressioni 

of breeding value (G,) of an individual whose 

performance is included in the averbge on the 

family average;i.e. 

bG,X 	CovG,x/ax 

C0VGX_1L_cov+coy G + ---- Cov 
n 	 2'. 

= 	+ (n-i ) rhj Ca 
G a  

= 	
[1 + (n-i ) r7 c37 0p 

Crx = [i+(n-l)t_j 

'. 	b G ,X = 
1 + (n-i)t 

In the second instance we require the 

regression of breeding value (G)  of an individual 

on the family average, the phenotypic performance 

not being included in the averge. 

Now/ 
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Now CovGX = 	[Cov 	+ Cov2 ~-- .._C0VDG1/ 

= l(n)(rh CYG G) 
n 	t 

= 

bGx = nrh2 
1+(n-1)t 

Correspondingly, it can be shown (Lush 1947) 

(a) rG,X = 11 L 1 +(n-1)rJ 

\7I: (r 
= 	h2 \±_jii-1 ) 

- rh nd (b) 	 \fi
CX 	________ 

h  

The two expressions, (a) and (b) will become 

identical with 1Erge 	When the number in a 

family is small, then obviously, by inc1udin the 

performance of the particulr animal whose breding 

velue is of interest, more information will be 

gained than if the animal's prforrnance was 

excluded from the family average. 	This will be 

seen by comperin( the two correlations, 

r 	 1+flij 
= 	 nr 

TGX 
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D. 	Expected Genetic ImDrovernnt. 

The 	for determining the amount of 

genetic improvement was developed by Dickerson and 

Hazel (1944). 	In the case of mass selection it 

follows simply as a logical consequence of the 

definition of the realised heritability. 

The phenotypic moan of an unselected group 

of offspring can be used as an estimate of the breed-

ing value of their parents, cnd therefore the 

genetic improvement in a generation of selection 

can be represented by the difference between the 

offspring generation mean and the mean of the 

generation from which the parents were selected. 

Previously, heritability has been ei'ined as the 

ratio of the response to selection, 4,1 , to the 

total amount of selection imposed, or the seleotdon 

differential, i. 	The selection differential is, 

of course, the exteat to which the selected parents 

exceed the average of their own generation. 

Thus 	h2  = 

anI 	AG = 2  

If/ 
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If we write ± = I = selection differential in 
phenotypic standard deviations 

Thea A 

In normally distributed dat., he sizc of i 

is determined by te percentage of the individuals 

saved for breedinj, the exact reiLtionship beir4,, 

where z is the ordinate of the nomal curve at 

the point of truncation and v is the percentage 

saved. 

Thus, provided the sample is reasonably 

large, the value of the selection differential 

in stendard units my be had simply by referring 

to e;iropriate Statistical Tables (Fisher and 

YLrtes). 

Lerner (1950) has listed a variety of ways 

I 	hc;h 	:ay be expressed. 

ih 	 e l 

 

where rIG  is the correlation between breeding 

value . rid the criterion of selection, which in 

the case of mass selection, is simply the 

I 	phenotype o the individual, rIG then being 

equal, to h. 

Then/ 
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Then -the crit€.rion 0± se1oc1ion is an incex (I) 

of some sort, for example the phenotypic average of I  

a family, the same relationship holds, though of 

course rIG  will assume a different value, 

AG = °ci 	where (I—I) = i = selection differenti1 
in working units. 

= rGI :Q (?i) = rGI G 

0-1 

It has previously been shown that rGI = W 

in the case where I is the family average. 	Thus 

the follov?ing relationships may be written 

GGI=170  Ihf =O hf =iOh=ik 

It will now be obvious that the relative amount 

of improvement obtained by individual selection, as 

compared to family selection, providing the same 

percentage is saved for breeding in each case, will 

be given by the ratio 

r G I - 
	 = \J l+(:l): 

Lush (1947) has examined in treat detail the 

relative amounts of emphasis which should be placed 

on family and individual merit as basis for 

selection. 	His estimate of the amount ofprogress 

to/ 
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to be expected from individual as compared to 

il ily - lection is 

\n Cl fl- ;r 
l+(n-1)r 

and differs somewhat from the estiiate just given. 

This aberration can be attributed, once more, to the 

slightly different procedure involved, in that, in 

the case of Lush's formu1, the selected individual 

hE--.6 	its 	T)fl€floTyi)1C perIoriiiance included in the 

family average. In all family selection practised 

nd recorded in this present stdy, the individuals 

selected for breeding did not contribute to the 

family mean. Of course, this is a most unlikely 

situation as far as actual practice is concerned. 

In livestock it is usually extremely difficult to 

get together families of reasonable size and of 

sufficiently close genetic reletionship to make 

family selection effective. 	Thus it is almost 

certain that the family average would be computed 

from the performance of all iridividuls except, of 

'course, in sex limited characters. 

In the present study the number of individuals 

per ±mily 	L La b 	s :''LLci, :L 	i 	T. C iCa  

point/ 
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point of view, to a number far less than was 

actually available, and having obtained the 

family average from this predetermined number, 

breeders were chosen from other members of the 

family 

The results which now follow represent a 

planned attempt at an experimental vaalidation 

of the breeding theory as outlined above. 
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III IkTERIALS AND M }1PP. 

grief History of StocIS  

The selection experiments which are to be 

described in this thesis were initiated from a 

randomly breeding population of 2rpsophilq  

melanogaster. 	Flies (or a single inseminated 

fly - it is not known which) were orig:irially 

trapped at Kaduna, Nigeria, nd brought back to 

the laboratory where they were transferred to a 

population cage, maintained in a Constant Tempera- 

0 + iq 	 ture room at 25 C - 0.5, and a1loed to breed 

continuously over the past five years, the 

population size capable of being supported in the 

cage being of the order of 51000. 	Thus, at the 

time of sampling of this stock fo: the comaence-

ment of the present experiment, the population had 

been breeding at random for approximately 100 

generations. 

Samplingf Stock 

Samples of the cage popul. tion were obtained 

simply by placing mil. bottles of onepint 

capacity, and containing a standard agar food, in 

the cage for a sufficient time to permit a 

reaonsbie lay ,-, f OgS. 	The bottles 11,1'e r-,  then 

e;nove d/ 
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removed and kept in the Constat Temperature room 

at 250C,  and the egs allowed to hatch. 	A random 

sample of the resultant flies, in the case of the 

Mass Selection experiment, constituted the 

parental generation. 	In the case of the Family 

Selection, r-andom samples of these flies were given 

a family structure end allowed to mate in such 

combintions, and it was the progeny of these 

matings that formed the parental generation. 

This breedirg procedure will be described in 

greater detail when dealing with the relevant 

experiments. 

(c) The Character used fQr Selection 

The principel character exanined was the 

joint number o chaetae on the 4th and 5th 

abdominal sterniten of D.eianoster. 	This 

character has been used extensively by gather 

(1941), Mather and Harrison (1949) end Rasmuson 

(1952). 	A subsidiary oharecter, the number of 

sternopleural bristles, has also been followed 

in some of the selected lines (Family Selection 

only). 	This letter character has also been 

studied by the above authors as well as by Wigan 

and Mether (1942). 	In the present work, only 

one/ 
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one side of the fly as scored for sternopleiiral 

bristles end in addition the three .acro-chaetae 

were omitted. 	Thus, the actual counts, to be 

compared with these previously mentioned studies, 

would require adjustment (the number would have 

to be doubled aid six adued to the result). 

(d) Sensitivity f Charact 

The two characters do not seem to be particular 

ly sensitive to minor environmentl v..riLtions. 

Mather end Harrison (1949) examined the effect of 

'time of emergence' and cultural conditions on 

the mean number of chaetae and found little 

absolute effect. 	On the other bend, Rasmuson 

(1952) did find sinificent effects of crowding 

of cultures and temperature changes on nean 

bristle count. 	The mL':nitude at the cnanges 

inctuced by lowering the Temperature from 25°C to 

20°C are consistent with those found by Clayton 

in this laboratory. 	However, the effects of 

crowding are unlikely to be very important in the 

present stud/ s, in those cases where aeveral 

breeding females were together in one bottle, 

such flies were shaken over into fresh bottles at 

12-hourly intrvals nd thus no serious crowding 

was/ 
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was encountered. 	There was, however, one 

exoe•tion to this. 	In the initial sampling of 

the cage populhtLOfl prior to the commencement of 

the Mass Selection, the bottles were very crowded. 

The very shrp rises, vthicb occurred between the 

parental generation and the F, do sest that 

the parental means may have been too low because 

of this effect. 

Finally a check was maintained on the effect 

of cultural conditions throughout the family 

selection programme and an analysis of variance 

was carried out at each generation, both for the 

High &nd for the Low lines. Out of 30 such 

analyses only three times were there any indications 

of significant bottle effects. 	In athition, 

flies of the some group were always scored from 

two or more bottles and.,as a result, whatever 

slight bottle effects there might have been would 

tend to be further neutralised or diluted by this 

procedure. 
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IV 	OUTLINE OF NATURE OF SEIECTION EXPER1TS • 

The types of selection £nd the period during 

Which selection was carried out, can be listed 

as follows: 

Family Selection - Htlf—Sib. 

Three lines were selected in both 

directions, for 7 generation,with 

selection intensity of 20. 

Family Selection - Full Sib. 

Three lines were selecteu in both 

directions, fO:L 7 generations, with 

selection intensity of 20. 

The amount of inbreeding involved in 

these two selection experiments was 

somewhat higher then 6 per generation. 

Mass Selection. 

This see ion is divided into four groups 

as follows 

(I) 	Five lines selected in both 

dzr,eetion' L 	7 generations - 

selection intensity 20. 

(ii) Three lines selected in both 

directions for 5 generations - 

selection intensity 27. 

(iIJ)/ 
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Three lines selected in both 

directions for 5 generations - 

selection intensity 40. 

Three lines selected in both 

directions for 5 generations - 

selection intensity 80. 

As will be indicated later, by maintaining the 

breedinF males and females, in each line, at a 

constent number (20 males end 20 females), the 

expected amount of inbreeding was, in all cases, 

kept at uniform level, the amount of inbreeding in 

terms of Wright's coefficient being 1.25%  per 

generation. 	In doing this, of course, the 

population size is reducec proportionstely in each 

of the different selection intensity groupings. 

Thus in (1) the popultion for each line consists 

of 100 males rid 100 femlos, in (ii) 75 males 

and 75 females, in (iii) 50 mules nd 50 females 

and finally in (iv) 25 males end 25 females. 
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V 	ESENTATION OF :ESULTS 

In all Figures end Ta e bls, unless otieri'ise 

specified, the results are presented as a 

combination of sexes, i.e. means are the averages 

of the two sex values end vari:nces are within 

sex, sex differences always being eliminated 

from any analysis of variLnee. 

Over the rane of characterisation 

encountered within the first seven generations 

of selection, the male to female ratio of scores 

remains ±'eirly uniform, the male scores being 

inveriably of the orer of 0.8 times tht of 

the female. 	It is considereu that an arithmetic 

average of the two sexes combined gives an 

accurate appraisal of the true situation and 

that nothing would be gained by using the 

geometric average or by applying suitable 

corrections to the male data. 

It will now be convenient to present the 

results of the selection prograane. 
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VI EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

A. 	Half-Sib Selectiofl 

This method of selection is one which has 

particular application to many form of livestock, 

including sheep, cattle and poultry. 	In fact 

these animals are invariably mated in such a way 

that half-sib groups automatically result. 	For 

ex•mple, a ram may be allowed to run v;ith a group 

of, say 30 or 40, ewes and the progeny will then 

be all enotica1ly of half-sib relationship. 

(a) Been_Procedure: 

In setting up the 'hlf-sib' selection lines, 

the following procedure was adopted. 	Flies were 

allowed to hatch irom eggs obtined from the cage 

populition as previously described. 	For the 

constitution of line (or replicate), twelve 

males were ken at random, and each was mates to 

a randomly selected ten virgin females in a half 

pint milk bottle containing the normal standard 

food mixture. 	The roeny of uch matingswould 

thus provide twelve 'Llf-sib' families. 	Of 

these, only ten were used in the actual selection 

programme, the rernainirk two being carried simply 

to act as 'spares' in case of accident or mis- 

adventure. 	The flies were allowed to mate for 
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a period of 72 hours, after which time it was 

concluded that all females would have been covered. 

Precaution were taken to ensure, ta,s far as 

possible, that a einle male could inseminate all 

ten females allotted to it. 	Prelimincry tests 

were carried out to determine this possibility. 

Virgin females were kept isolated for 72 hours and 

after this time were placed in bottles, groups of 

ten such females each being allotted to a single 

mle which had similr1y been sexually isolated 

for three or four days. 	The flies were then 

left together for a period of 72 hours, after which 

the females were placed individually in vials and 

allowed to lay eggs. 	Ten such t roups were used. 

In eight of them all females produced offspring and 

in the other two, nine out of the ten females 

produced offspring. 	Thus, it was concluded that 

this pre—mutin: treatment of 'sexual starvation', 

coupled with a 72 hour mating period, was adequate 

to permit of all, or at least most, of the females 

being inseminated. 	If, for some reason, only a 

portion of the ten females are inseminated, and 

it is felt that this is not likely to happen very 

often, there would be a sliiit increase in the 

genetic/ 
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genetic relationship amongst the haif-sibs. 

This procedure, then, was adopted throughout 

the half-sib selection experiment and after the 

initial 72 hour mating, period, the parent flies 

were shaken into fresh bottles at twelve-hourly 

intervals. Five males and five females from each 

of the second nd third bottles constituted the 

progeny for scorin, thus providing 20 individuals 

per family. 	With ten such families per line, this 

amounts to 2oo individuals per .ine. 

Six lines were set up, three of them sub-

sequently beinL used for upward selection and the 

reainin three for downward selection. 	For the 

high selection 'ines, the best two out of the 

available ten families were selected, and likewise, 

for the low selection lines, the worst two families 

in each ease. 

The individuals actually measured from each 

family were discarded after being recorded and in 

the case of the selected families, additional males 

and virgin females were obtained from the cultures 

to serve as breeders. 	Equal numbers of females, 

60 from each selected family, were mixed together to 

be ubsequently allotted at random in roups of ten, 

to/ 
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to the selected males. The selected males were 

obtained, six from each of the two farii1is, and each 

male placed with a group of ten females in the 

appropriate bottles. 	Thus, as previously, there 

are twelve mating groups for each line, one lot of 

six being identified on the male side with 	best 

(or worst) family selected arid the other six with 

the second best (or second orst) family. As 

before, the additional Xi;tiflg group composed from 

each of the selected families was carried simply as 

$ spare. 	The various lines were thus propagated 

throughout the course of selection. 

(b) ExperimntaiJi: 

(1) parental Generation. 

The pErental eneretion, as is the case v.:ith 

the vrious filial enertions, consisted of six 

linos, each line being made up of ten families, and 

within each family there was totl of 20 offspring, 

equal nurnbes of each sex. 	It was possible, then, 

to analyse the variance amongst hli'—sib groups or 

fmilies and obtin an estimate of the heritability 

based on the phenopic correlation between half— 

sib . 	This n1jaia was carrie out 'within lines' 

and, a1thougi this' 

 

was n t necessary in the 

pareitsl :ener tion, little aee.rcy is lost, i.he 

estimate being based on 54 degrees of freedom 

instead of a posaible 59. 

The/ 
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The anlysir is as follows: 

Scarce of 
V 	"i 	1 nn f 

Su 	::L 0  Cpon 	of 
V. 	i ne 

2ct' eri 
)...il 

les 	TLthifl 
CO 82.3 XX 

l4.39 

1 1020 92.9 .12 

P< 0.001 ; 	xx j< 0.01 

The total phenotypic r&rL 	CT = 1.256 + 0.527 + 

9.12- = 10.90. 	Th 	anent of v ri, nee between 

families- ent r:.ii 	= 1.256. 

Thus h 	Cy, = 5.024/10.90 	46.1. 

Thi 	.tL: te of heritability is very hih1y 

sifnificant even though its stndard error is of 

consluerable ignituce, viz. ll. 

It vAll be observed that the varietion due to 

diffei'e.it cultural conditione is sitistioe.11y 

significEni in this, the parental generetion, 

contributin 4-,337' of the total variance • 	This 

adit:Ion1 source of vi rietion will lower the 

heritability slightly. 
2. 

The variance bete 	lly ever-  ce, 07, i 

obtained/ 
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obtained, from the analysis of variance as 39.51/20 = 

1.976. 	The p'rt of this varinee which is genetic 

in the narrow sense is 1.256 and therefore the 

family heritability can be written as 

= 1.256/1.276 = 64. 

(ii) Selection. 

Figure 1 shos -lie pL'ogres; of selection of 

the different lines. 	Initially both the high and 

the low lines remain f&irly close to e::oh other 

until eneration four, after which they appear to 

separate somewhat. 	Thi is particu1r1y notieeabl4 

In the upward selection where, by e,eneration seven, 

there is a total range of more than five bristles. 

The total crnunt of response of 1-13, one extre!e, is 

approximc; ely 0.7 times as much agaiu as that of 

Hi, the least successful of the three lines. 	This 

represents a considerable divergence and the use-

fulness of attempting to preuiet possble gains 

with any degree of ac•.uracy muse always remain 

queationE-ble in the presence of such varitions. 

The degree of (iivergence is almost as extreme 

in the low lines, L3 making approximately o.6 times 

as much additional advance as L2. 

Fiure 1 iso reveals an srnmetrical eaponse 

to/ 
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to selection. 	This is not eviunt in the first 

generation where, indeed, the response downwards 

is greater than that upwards. 	After generation 

one, hovever, hilst upward response generally reans 
linear, ith different slopes for the different 

lines, the rate of ain in the low lines flls 

off very sh:rply. 	If the average oi: the three 

lines is considered, it ill immediately be seen 

thet, of the total response of 6.2 'ealised, 2,3 

bristles, or 371/ ,was achieved in the first 

generation. 

The combined data, of all the high lines nd 

all the Jow lines are set out in Table 1, 	The 

absolute variation, measured in terms of variance, 

increases a little in the high lines over the 

first few generelions but then declines so that it 

ends up ougbly at the sa:;e mgniude as at the 

beginning. 	The means are, of coure, increasirig  

at almost a constant rate rd thus the eeffieents 

of variation renains unifo:m over the erioU of 

incressinb variance, but thereafter decline as he 

variance also becomes less. 	In the low lines, 	I  

there is s tendency for the varince to decrease 

with the mean. 	In the fleet generation, 

co'reepondin to the previously noted sharp 

decrease/ 
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decrease in mean bri tie nurnbr, there is also 

a sharp drop in varince. 	The variance drops stil1 

further in enerations four nd five but thereafter 

increases s1i::ht1ye 	The coefficients of variation 

remain fairly uniform thou:h there is a s1iht 

depression at the third, fourth and fifth gener: tions. 

Since the coefficients of variLtion remain 

fairly constant over the range of the experiment, 

there was reason to believe that by transforming 

the data to lorithms the response lines might 

assume some degree of symmetry. 	The means, rather 

than the individual observations, were transformed. 

right (1950) has sup lied a formula to facilitate 

such a transformation. 

log10X = log10 	- * 1og10(l+C2 ) 

where C = coefficient of variability. 

However, there is not likely to be much error in 

usiAic the straight out log value of the means. 	The 

second term in the above expression is of small 

magnitude in the range of 'C' found in tho present 

experiment. 	This point was actually checked with 

the data nd it was found that the results were not 

altered by using the straight out 1ogrithm of the 

mean rather than the complete expression as given 

sboVO. 

A ftc r/ 
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after converting to the log scale, straight 

lines were fitted to the points, both in the high 

and the low lines. 	Contrry to expectation, the 

difference between the two slopes was significant 

(P< 0.01). 	This fact does not rule out scale 

s bein: responsible for the asymmetry, but it does 

suggest that at least measuring the observations on 

a logarithmic scale is insufficient of itself to 

account -Co.-  the skewness, 

Table 2 shows the cumulative selection 

differenti:.1s and c3rresponding responses for the 

high nd low lines. 	In the high lines the total 

average response of 9.0 resulted from an imposed 

selection of 13.41 bristles, 	By regressin: the 

response on cumuL:tive selection dif±'erentiel, an 

estimate of the realised family heritability or 

effectiveness of selection is obtained. 	By omittin 

the first point, s simile r regression provides 

information as to the effectiveness of selection 

after the irst generation of selection. 	The 

solution of both these types of regression is 

provided in Thble 2. 	From the Tcble it will be seen 

thst selection is more effective in the high lines, 

per unit of the selection differential, than in 

the low lines; 6E.571  as against 	The rate 

does/ 
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does not change in the high lines if the result 

of the very first generation of selection is omitted 

but it does tend to drop someThat in the low lines 

though not sufficiently to indicate statistical 

significance. 	However, there is a suggestion that 

selection was more effective in the first generation 

in the low lines, th.n it was subsequently. 

Thi seems to describe the situation fairly 

accurately. 	Table 3 shows the generation changes 

in individual heritability and although these 

at•titics have fairly large samplinL; errors, 

nevertheless, they o indicate come aort of trend. 

It will be noticed that !,here is a fair uegree of 

uniformity in the hih lines, the values generally 

reainin hih and around the origin1 level of the 

base population. 	La the by: lines, however, this 

is not the case. 	Li:ediately after one ganeration 

of selection, heritability arops from 46 to 3a. 

This decline, in itself, '.o1a lot satisfy the 

statistical r LrenarLtS io sinificance, but 

nevertheless, it does seem to be of some relevance. 

After the first genera tion, the values are :uath-

tamed at a lower level until oner&tion aix, 

when there appears to have been a sharp increase. 

The/ 
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The family heritabilities, elculated each 

generation during the course of selection, are 

included in Table 3. 	The values in the high 

lines remain fairly stedy from generation to 

generation and in fact agree very favourably with li 

the estimate given previously as 68.5%, which was 

calculated fom the total response per unit 

selection differential over the whole experiment. 

The values for 4 also remain fairly uniform in 

the low lines, though it would a.pear that they are  

too high. 	On the basis of response after generaton 

one, the value of 46.9% has previously been 

calculated and this is much lower than the estimates 

obtained from the data each generation. 

Tables 4 and 5 give a better insight into the 

way the individual lines behave. 	In Table 4 the 

individual generation means are listed together 

"ith the selection differentials in working units, 

the phenotypic variances and the coefficients of 

variation. 	Tble 5 is constructed to ive an 

Indication of the amount of selection imposed in 

each line, together with the corresponcing res;onsH. 

It will be seen that the lines in neither the plus 

nor minus uireation of slection behave coneistently. 

In/ 
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In Hi and Li selection is less effeeive than for 

any other lines, either high or low. 	Perhaps 

somewhat surprisingly, selection for the first few 

generations was more effective in Hi than in 

either of the other two high lines. 	Over the 

whole seven generations, H2 and H3 coincide 

remrkably in their resonse per unit selection 

differential. 

In the low selection, L3 behaves very much 

differently to the other two low lines, selection 

being equally as effectie as for H2 and almost 

as effective as for h. 	The total response of H2 9  

1j3 L, nd L3 differs in actual units but this is due 

simply to the differing amounts of selection 

differential possible because of varying degrees 

of phenotypic variability. 	Similarly Hl Li and 

L2 can be grouped together as providing good 

agreement in their respective responses per unit of 

selection diffecentiul. 

On the basis of this similarity of behaviour, 

it seemed likely that a logarithmic trLnsformation 

might remove the asymmetry, providing that the two 

groups were to be analysed separately. 	This in 

fact was done, straight lines bein: fitted to the 

transformed/ 
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transformed means for each line, nd the differences 

between the respective slopes being tested within 

each group. 	The respective regressions and 

relent information, together with significance 

tests, are given in TL4ble 6. 

It will be seen that, in the group comprised 

of Hi, Li, 	L2, the regressions are very similar 

and no statistical differences can be established, 

In the case of the group eontainin H2, H3 L.na L3, 

there is a dUfermce between regressions 7--nd this is 

significant (P< 0.05). 	However, it appears that 

the higher rate of response of H3 is responsible. 

Line H2 has a slope very similr to L3 u. -id in fact 

does not differ significantly from H3. 	The average 

regression of 	combined group, 0.03457 on the 

log  scale is matched fairly closely by H2 and L3 

and the heterogeneity is caused by the more extreme 

value of H3. 

In general, then, the evidence does a -,,--, pear to 

suggest that there is a scale effect which is 

contributing to the asymmetry of resc.;onse but that 

it is still not possible to remove this asymmetry 

by the use of an ppropriate transformtin. 	The 

persistence of asymmetry is due to selection not 

being equally effective in all lines and no 

trsnsforma tion/ 
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transfo mtion on remedy this ceuse. 	If the line 

are d1ir1ded into two eroupe (or more if the 

sitution warrants it) which ,..--'Pear to be 

approxitely eju.cl in their effec", 'erlesc of 

selection, then, by trL nsfor tlon, the asyoetry is 

removed within these groups. 

(iii) Effect of Selection on Fitness. 

It is iiffieult to present eny e1ericure a 

to the effeotr of selection on fitness in this 

exp.riment. 	There were, however, observable cases 

of sterility at the fifth, sixth £nd seventh 

gonertions. 	As each male is vnsted to ten 

it will usually require sterility of the rnie in 

order that this prtieulr type of disfunc:.ion be 

nticed. 	ITOVied tht the mtle :rQdueS vi1blO 

spermatozoz, and of course provided that it is 

capable of effectively mating, hen few sterile 

females would not be observud. 

In gonertion Live, in Li to ol the xatings 

out of the ten proved to be sterile, as well as 

one or the pt-,res. 	In L3, there were three 

sterile m.tings cnd in 	ttion both spare 

cultures failed to roduoe any offspring. As a 

resul of this sterility additioxl sptros were 

carried for those two lines thereafter. 	Lt 

generation/ 
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generation six, L2 again provided three out of ten 

sterile matings but in generation seven all 

proved to be fertile. 

In the high lines, there was some sterility 

in Hl in generation six, two out of ten matings being 

unproductive. 	Finally, single eases of sterility 

were noticed In H3 in generations five and six. 

None of the selected lines were relaxed after 

generation seven so it is not possible to discuss 

the effect of selection on overall fitness. 

However, in all subsequent experiments, all 

selected lines were relaxed and the results of 

such relaxation will be described in the next two 

selection programmes. 

(c) Prediction of .ogress. 

In the light of the theory previously outlined 

it Is possible to make a prediction, or calculate 

the amount of response expected, as a result of 

one generation of selection. 	If the character is 

controlled by many genes, each of small effect, 

little change in the genetic parameters would be 

expected over a short period of selection &id the 

predict Lon could be extended to cover such a 

period. 	This, in fact, has been done. 

Using the statistics obtained from the cage 

population/ 
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popuitiofl, the arnoun of progress, per generation, 

b :xpee.ea to be as follovs: 

A-. = Th '3 = (1.40) (0.64) (1.41) = 1.26 brist1e. 

After five enertions, selection should have moved 

the character by (5)(1.26) = 6.3 bristles, end 

sirni1r1y, after seven generations by 3.8 bristles. 

The actually observed response for each o 

the lines, the observed response for the means of 

the up am uown lines, together with the values 

eeete by priiet to 	4iven beloliI. 

HIGH LINES LO. LINES 
Erod of H, II2 L 1 L,, L 3 

ens 
Selection 5 of Low 

Linee Lines 

fter 5 0bcrved 5.3 7.5 7.9 7.0 4.3 4.4 5.0 4,9 
reners-  

x.ected 6.3 e,3 6.3 6.3 b.3 u.3 U. .3 

After 7 0berved 6.5 9.6 10.9 9. 5.7 4.9 7.4 6.2 

tions Expeoteã E.8 E..8 8.3 3.8 ... 8.3 8.3 

The a1rers:e reEor1 e 0i tEe tirz..: hi1 lines 

shos very eo.d agreement with that expected. 	','hen 

the lines are considered individually, there is a 

range of 2.57 bristles after five L,enerations and 

the agreement is not so satisfectory. 	In the low 

lines the observed response In all eases falls 

considerably short of that predicted, the discrepunc 

beine-j 
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beinj least severe In L3. 	This result Is not un- 

expected, however, for the amount of actual seleetiol 

possible is somewhat loss in the low lines than in 

the high, as evidenced by the rather sharp decline 

in the phenotypic variance. 	Furthermore, as 

previously pointed out, selection is less effective 

In some lines than in others, even for a given 

equal amount of selection. 
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lB. 	Pull—Sib Selection 

(a) Breeding Procedure: 

The cage popui tion was sampled as before, and 

for the construction of a line 32 randomly selected 

males were mated in vials, each to one of 32 

similarly chosen virgin females. 	The progeny of 

each of these sing:le pair matings constituted a 

family and provided the parental generation on which 

the first selection was exercised. 	Each line 

consisted of 20 such families, the additional twelve 

being carried as spares in case of mishap. 

The parents were allowed to mate in the first 

vial for 72 hours, after which they were shaken over'  

into fresh vials at 24—hourly intervals. 	The secon 

and third vials, for each family, provided progeny 

fo scoring, three males and three females being 

recorded from each vial giving a total of twelve 

offspring per family, or 240 per line. 	Six such 

lines were set up, three of them being subseque,itly 

allocated for high selection and three for low 

selection. 

:ithin each line, the same selection intensity 

as vras the case in the half—sib selection was 

maintained, i.e. 20%. 	Thus, the best (or worst) 

four out of the 20 £amilis were always selected for 

the/ 
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contributed eight males and eight females for 

breeding, he latter being mixed and then allotted 

at random and singly to each of the mles. 	Thus 

each selected family gave rie to eight families 

and of these eight, a random five were used for 

testing, the other three being carried to act as 

replacements in case of loss due to mouldy cultures 

or sterility and being discarded if not required 

in this connection. 	This latter precaution was 

most essential because at the time this experiment 

was carried out there was a particularly severe 

outbreak of bacterial and fungal contamination in 

the laboratory food preparation room and many 

of the vials became infected in spite of ersistent 

efforts to obviate this. 

In this way, then, the lines were continued 

throughout the period of selection which lasted for 

seven generations. 

(b) xperim s1ts. 

(1) Pa-rental generation 

.ith the hatching and subsequent scoring uf 

the parental generation, it was then possible to 

carry out an analysis of variance and estimate the 

individual heritability us well as the family 

heritability/ 
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heritability. 	The six lines were used in this 

analysis and the variance was estimated wit-in lines 

and then pooled. 

The ;na1yaia i 	a 

Source of 
Vsrition ci.f, 

Gum of 
iquares 

ean 
Squ re 

Comonenta 
Varinee 

Families 114 5313 4a.605 3.075 

Vials witiin 
families 120 1165.1 O.1967 

Re- ldual 10 Ell 0 9211 a.529 

*** Lia1u tea P< 0.001 

The total henotypic variance between unrelated 

individuels, cr., eu Ia Ii .8 	The te:iiy component 

of variance contains 	f 

Individual heritability is given by ( 2 )(3.075)/ 

11.8 = 52.1. 	Thii estimate Will be in excess of 

the heritability in he narrow sense to the extent 

of the magnitude of a Cr 	Since the standard error 

of the above estimate is 6.6, it does not seem that 

dominance deviations can be of any great importance, 

if the previous estimate, as obt.ined in the half-sib 

parental ener 1:ion,  is borne in mind. 

The contribution of vial or culture differences 

to total vcri nec is quite negligible and certainly 

not of st&tistical signifience. 

In,, 
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In tue bove n1ysie, family heritability is 

given as 

h = 3.075 
46.605/12 

and iil be overestimated by the extent to which the 

value of 3.075 is inflated by the 	 it 

contains. 

(ii) Selection. 

Fit-,are 2 rovides n indie.tion of the general 

behaviour of the lines as a result of selection. 	It 

will be seen that the high lines do not drift apart 

anywhere near the extent as was the case in the 

half-sib selection. 	The greatest divergence between 

the extremes ocours at generation seven, when H2 and 

Hi differ by 3.2 bristles. 	This represents an 

increase in response of 112 over tht of Hi of 

;proximately 34. 

The low lines also tend to give sirnil. r responses 

and remain fairly close together throughout the 

course of selection, with the exception at generation 

two, where the difference between the extremes, Ll 

and L3, is 2.3 briles. 	This is due to the sharp 

rate of response of L3 for the first two generations. 

It will be seen later in Table 13 that L3 had a 

high heritability in :eneration one and thus selection 

was/ 
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w&s very effective in the first couple of generations. 

Once moe there will be observea a general 

asymmetry of response to selection, the mean increase 

of the up lines being 10.5 bristles and the mean 

decrease of the down lines 7.3 bristles. 	Thus the 

response or realised gain in the high selection lines 

was 35 over and above that of the low selection 

'lines. 	A 1ogritkimic transformation was made 

on the generation means of the averages of the high 

lines nd the low lines, and the regression lines 

fitted to these transformed means did not differ 

sinificantly in slope, the change in scale thus 

being effective in removing the asymmetry. 

All the relevant statistics, based on Lhe 

combination of the lines, high and low separately, 

are sup::1ied in Table 7. 	The phenotypic varince 

of the high lines remins fairly constant up till 

generation six and then drops slightly, .hereas in 

the low lines there is a gradual and distinct falling 

off in variance as the means are red.ced. 	The 

coefficients of variation remain fairly constant 

in the high lines up till generation five and then 

drop slightly, but in the low lines it generally 

remains uniform. 

The/ 
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The individual heritabilities (Table 8) in the 

high lines seem to fall off after genert.tion one, 

though the values are high for generations four 

and Live. 	However, in shrp contrast to the over- 

all unifo mity of heritabilities throughout the 

half-sib high lines, there appears to be a definite 

decline in this present full-sib selection group as 

selection proceeds in the plus direction. 	By 

design,the expected amount of inbreedint, is the same 

for the two types of family selection performed in 

this present work. 	However, In actual practice, 

inbreeding s more intense in the full-sib and this 

is probably the reason wiiy both the heritability 

and the phenotypic variance fell off towards the 

end of selection. 	In the low lines, the situation 

is much the same as was the ease in the half -sib 

selection, there being a distinct drop as a result 

of the first generation of selection and thereafter 

the values remain generelly lower. 

The family heritability in the high lines 

remained reasonably constant throughout the course 

of selection, thouph it uid decline a little towards 

the end, :hereas in the lw lines it was generally 

of lesser gnitude. 	If the sliht variations 

from generation to generation are neglected, and 

an/ 
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an average of the eight estimates is calculited, 

a value of 72% Is obtained for the high lines and 

63% for the low. Now referring to Table 9, where 

the actually realised family heritabilites are set 

out, it will be seen that the value for the average 

of the three high lines Is 70% and for the three 

low lines 63%. 	These two sets of estimates show 

very good agreement with each other. 

The responses and corresponding cumulative 

selection differentials are proviued for each of the 

lines In Table 10. 	The effectiveness of selection, 

as measured by the average response per unit 

selection differential, is fairly constant over the 

ix lines. 	It rni:ht be expected, as a consequence 

of this, that a logarithmic transformation applied 

to the generation means of each line would provide 

regression slopes of uniform value if str.ight 

lines were fitted to the data. 	Such regressions 

were calculated, the results of which are given in 

Table 11. 	From the analysis it will be seen that 

the six 'b' values do not differ significantly. 	It 

would appear, then, that in the full-sib selection 

experiment, the asymmetry of response can be 

attributed entirely to the scale effect. 

The means, phenotypic variances, coefficients 

0f/ 
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of variation, and the amount of selection possible 

in aciwLi working units, for each of the lines are 

given in Tble 12. 	The individual heritabilitis 

for each of the lines at eac:.1 generat Lan re set 

out in Table 13. 	These herii.bi1ity estimates 

should be studied with caution since the degrees 

of freedom between families in each line are only 

19 in number and the standard errors are thus 

fairly high. 	However, even all wing for the lack 

of precision in .hese estimates, there would appear 

to be little doubt that heritability remains much 

higher in the lines selected upwards than in their 

opposite numbers. 

In some oases, yhere the in6rc-c1ass corre-

lations from which ieritcbi1ites were calculated 

are very small, standard eri,olMare not given. 	In 

these partieuLr cases, because of the skewness of the 

distribution, the standard errors are not very 

reliable. 	However, where significantly different 

from zero, as shown by Snedecor's P test as 

applied to the actual analysis of variance, the 

heritabilities are marked with an asterisk. 

Estimates for which neither standard error nor 

asterisk is supplied can be regarded as being non 

significant. 
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(iii) Effects of Selection on Fitness 

Because all rnstthgs were single—pair, it was 

possible to observe and record all cases of sterility 

or complete infertility as selection proceeded. 

When a mating proved to be infertile an appropriate 

spare was substituted in order to keep the number 

of families uniform throughout the experiment. 

Table 14 sho:s the number of matini., for the 

different lines €nd generations, which proved steri1. 

Such sterile matings seemed to be most common in 

generation seven. 	It is prhaps interesting to 

note that the line which provided the reatost 

response, namely 112, proved to be the least infertile 

over the range of time covered by this exeriment, 

being completely fertile up;Ltill the aixth genera— 

tion. 	Possibly also worthy of note is the general 

tendency for the low lines to provide more infertile 

matings than the high. 	This feature was noticed 

in the half—sibselection group also, but to a 

leser degree. 

Relaxation of Selection. 

After the seventh generation, when selection 

was ter:iinia'ed, all lines, with the exception of L3, 

were relaxed, the latter being list du to mis— 

adventure. 	Two males and two fe:nles were taien 

at/ 
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at random from each family within a line Lnd allowed. 

to mass 	After the first generation, 20 

randomly selected males bnd 20 females were used to 

carry on the relaxed lines. 	All lines were scored 
after seven generations of such treatment. 	Figure 
2 reveals tkat in only one instance is there any 
appreciable shift in the means as a result of 

relaxation and this was for H2 where the average 

number bristles dropped by approximately four 

units. 	This line was carried on for an ad.jtjona1 
generation and when again scored the bristle count 

had risen a couple of bristles over that at the 

previous generation. 	The sample size for relaxed 

means was considerably less than that applying to 

the actual selection experint, only 50 flies being 

scored for each line. 	This rise of two bristles caA 

partly be acoouted for by s.mplin nd partly by 

drift. 

The general ten.denoy for the lin:s to raiiain, 

within fairly narrow limits, approximately at the 

level att:ined by selection is importait and does 

seem to indicate that the seven kz,enerc,tions of 

selection have not had much, if any, adverse effect 

on fitness, 	Similar results to these will be 

seen later when the Wass Selection lines are 

relaxed after a short period of selection. 

(C)' 
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(o) Prediction of. Projres 

The expected amount of progress per generation 

een he :itte, 	previously, as 

G 

= (1.40)(1.97)(0.79) = 2.1 bristles. 

Thus, after five ener tions of selecAon the 

amount of response expected will be 10.9 bristles 

and after seven generations, 15.3. 	The actually 

observed response for all lines, nd the average 

of the hi h 1 110low lines is 	fe11o;. s 

Period of  U1h Lines  Lo. 	Lines 
;)ciection '1 1.1.2 H3 .en Qi. Li L2 L3 

I QW 

Tin-s - 

ifter 5 
gene.ro- hes. 7.0 6.9 . 7.9 ,7 ;.1 7.4 L. 

hxe. 10.9 10.9 i0. 9 10.9 10.9 l0.) 10.9 10.9 

Ait er   7 
geere- J)o., i.'J 10.1  i0. h.0 0L f.6 7.c 
t ons. xp. 1.3 1. 1).) 

There is a small enomaly in the ubove figures 

which should be clarified. 	It will be observed 

that 1he figure given as the observed response for 

the average of the two types of selection (i.e. high 

and low selection) does not exactly coincide with 

the mean of the three individu1 responses. The 

stsrtine-  point for the avemge of the lines was 

t. ken,' 

01 
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taken as being the mean of all six lines at 

generation zero, and the end point as the mean of 

the particular lines in ç,uestion. 	The individual 

response for each line is simply thc difference 

between the score for that line at generation seven 

and generation zero. 

In all cases the actually observed response 

fells far short of that expected. 	Table 15 gives 

some indication as to the reason for this dis- 

crepancy* 	The expected gains for any given genera- 

tion depends on the status quo of the previous 

generation and the relevant statistics are set out 

for each eneratiofl. 	The initial prei.ction of 

2.16 bristles per generation is based on the 

magnitude of certain parameters in the foundation 

or 	reritstoCk, -nd in iaakir' a prcciCtiOfl for 

short term selection, it is assumed that these 

parameters will not be very much changed by the 

period of selection involved. 

Since each successive generation stands on 

the shoulders of the previous one, Tb1e 15 thows, 

in actual units, just how much such estimates can 

change, ain the light of such knowledge at any 

given time it also indicates the amowit of progress 

t iia 
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that can be expected to result from one L,,enemtion 

of selection at that particular time. 

In the Uigh linus, 	the actually ob:erved gains 

each generation are based on the averages of the 

three lines and do agree reason:bly  well with that 

expected. 	If swnrned over all seven Lenerations, 

the realised pain is 10.5 bristles id the expected 

11.6. 	Similarly, in the lcv lines, the sum total 

of the expected ge.in, over all anerations, is 

8.3 bristles and the actually realised advance is 

7.. 	Both acts of figures are, of eourae, 

extremely deviant from the end result initially 

predicted, viz. 15.3 bri:t'ies. 

Since the actuai,1i observed results agree 

fairly cl'se1y with 'hose expected on the basis of 

selection from enoration to generation, the 

aberrant nature of the response, aS compared to the 

initial prediction, can best be explained by an 

ex:ination of the ways in hich tiie three components 

in the prediction equation, namely the selection 

differential, the family phenotyjic standard 

deviation and the family heritbiiity, change 

during the course of selection. 

These/  
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These features are illustrated in Table 15. 

In the first place, only in a few cases is the 

expected seleolion diffe rent i1 of 1.40 stndard 

deviations, eorres;onding to a selection intensity 

of 20, obtained. 	This is doubtless uue to the 

small size of the sample - 20 families. 	Consulting 

Table 20, Scoiles for Ordinal or Ranked Data (Fisher 

and Yates), the extreme four out of a sample of 20 

yields a deviation of 1.33 and this is only slightly 

len than the expected 1.40 for large samples. 	The 

average of the Ps over the seven generations for 

both the high and low lines Is 1.29. 	However, 

using the value of 1.40 for i in the prediction 

equation is not likely to magnify the actual 

prediction by any more than one bristle. 

The variations in the family heritability and 

family phenotypic standard deviation Lhroughoat the 

course of selection are, however, of sufficient 

magnitude to cause the cisorepancy. 	In the high 

lines the standard deviation between family averages 

generally seems to decline but not nearly to the 

extent as in the low lines where, for the last 

three generations, It fails to almost half of the 

value characterising the parental generation. Of 

course/ 
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course a great deal of this decline in the low lines 

is a scale effect, but in adQition to this there 

does seem to be a genuine reduction in variability 

and this is most likely due to the effect of 

inbreeding. 	The family heritabilities also fall 

off In the low lines and it is the cumulative 

effects of these declines vhieh cause the serious 

reduction in the total response. 	It hu.s been 

noticed previously thet heritability seems to be 

lo1'er in the downward selected lines nd the next 

section ill supply confirmatory evidence of this 

observation. 



C. 	?ass Selection 

The Mass Selection experiment was designed to 

provide two types of information. 	In the first 

place, by selecting over a period of five genera- 

tions cid comparing the amount of response obtined 

to the actual amount of selection practised, it is 

possible to obtain an estimate of the heritzbi1ity 

of the character, 	Falconer (1953b) has called 

this the realised heritability for it is based on 

the actual response per unit of the selection 

differential. 	Secondly, using estimates of 

heritability obtained indepeno.ently of this 

particular typo of selection, the aotu;.l progress 

can be checked against that expected in the light 

of theoretical knowleoge. 

The Mass Selection was car ied on in four 

diferent sections each differing in the intensity 

of selection practised. 	These will be described 

S ti. C 20/10T, 0/75, 20/50 and 20/25 groups. 	The 

numerators of these fractions always refer to the 

number of breeding parents of each sex selected 

and the denominator to the size of the population 

of each sex. 	For example, in the 20/75 group, the 

sample size for each generation is always 75 males 

and/ 
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and. 75 females - a total popu.ltion size of 150, and 

from these the best (or worst) 20 males C, nd 20 female 

are selected to propagate a line. 	It vi11 be seen 

from this that the respective intensities of 

selection are 20%, 277, 40% and. 60%. 	The number 

of selected parents in each group is kept eonst:.rit 

so that the amount of inbreeding can be assumed to 

be fairly equ1 in all groups. 	Theoretically it 

should be the same in each group, the expected 

amount of inbreedinE each 7eneration boin; Liven 

by wright (1931) as 

1 + 1 - 
8M 	8P 

where M Ltnd P are the effective number of male and 

female parents respectively. 

Applied to this present experiment, the expected 

amount of inbreeding is 1.25% per g:enertion. 	Doubt- 

less this value underestimates the actual amount of 

inbreeding as it is extreuiely unlikely that the 

effective number of parents viii coincide itki the 

act- u.1 number originally set up to be parents. 	Of 

course, other factors, such as differential re-

productive rates whereby some parents leave Uuany 

more ofispring than others, will aisc interfere 

with t- hic estimate. 

However/ 
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However, an effort was made to keep the 

amount of inbreeding as constant as posaible from 

group to group and to do this, the population size, 

rather than the number of breeders, was adjusted 

in order to give a varying level of selection 

intensity. 

(a) Experimental Procedure 

The parental generation consisted of flies 

which had been hatched from eggs collected from the 

I cage popultion. 	In this respect, Lhe present 

experiment differed from the 'family selection' in 

tLat in the latter, similarly obtained flies really 

formed a foundation stock which were mated in such 

a way as to produce families of the required structurf. 

It was these families which provided the parental 

generation on which first selection was exorcised. 

For any given selection intensity group, 

samples of flies were taken at random, the number 

depending on the particular group, and the number 

of bristles counted for each fly. 	The best (or 

worst) 20 males and 20 females were taken and mated 

together, their offspring providing the first 

gener: tion of selection or the Plo 

The/ 
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The parents were allowed to mate for 72 hours in 

pint sized bottle after whic they were shaken 

v-er at 12-hourly intervals into fresh bottles &nd 

liowed to lay eggs for that period. 	In all, five 

ottles were used for each batch of parents, or each 

me, arid in obtaining the offspring, a random 

collection of flies was taken from the three 

ntermediate bottles. 	In so doin, it was hoped 

o neutralise any slight bottle effects which might 

e present. 	As mentioned previously, a more 

rous check was kept on the effects of bottles 

arirkr,, the family selection and generally, such 

fI'ects were found to be negligible. 

In the 20/75, 20/50 and 20/25 groups, three 

moe were selected upwards and three downwards, 

each for a eiiod of five generations. 	!iith 

respect to the 20/100 group, fr. G. Clayton had 

commenced a long term project of selection some 

eigit months earlier using this particulr intensity 

of selection and, as his data were available, it 

dick not seem expeaient to repeat this work. 	In the 

20 group five lines were selected in both directions 

and the experimental procedure was similar to that 

outlined sbove. 

(b) Experimental Results 
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(i) 20 Selection Intensity Group. 

The beh:viour of the individual lines are 

illustrated in Fi;ure 3 and the principal statistics 

oL: the lines are iven in Table 16. 	The divergence 

between lines is most extreme, particularly in the 

high selection. 	after five generations the two 

extreme lines, Hi arid H4, differ by six bristles and 

after seven generations the extremes, now H5 and H4, 

differ by approximately 8.7 bristles. 	Line H4 

actually gains 12.3 units d1ring seven generations of 

selection and H5 some 70 in excess of this, 

increasing by 21.0 bristles as a resu1 of selection. 

This divergence is rather remarkable when it is 

considered that the foundation of these lines Wq.s 

based on a randomly breeding popuL.tion and the 

treatment applied to the lines was common to all. 
It does, hoever, possibly serve to exemplify the 

potency of random drift in causing extreme 

aberrations. 	The chance effect is operating at 

two levels, in the first place at sampling of the 

base population .:nd later, during the course of 

selection, as a result of Mencrelian sampling and the 

elimination of potential parents. 	The presence 	of 

a gene having considerable effect on the character, 

but/ 
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but existth, in the cage population at low frequency, 

would provide an opportunity for it to be incorporate. 

Into some of the lines and not into others. 	It seem 

likely that this has happened for an examination of 

the randomly breeding cage population revealed that 

30 	of the third and 5' of the second chromosomes 

contained lethals. Clayton examined his lines at 

generation twenty and found that all of them except 

114, contained lethals, and these were at considerably 

higher frequencies than initially. 	It is not 

improbable that H4 contained certain lethals earlier, 

but these may not have had any selective advantage an 

ould thus have been eliminated or selected against. 

The low lines, generally, behave more con-

sistently in that the total amount of divergence is 

somewhat less than two bristles at generation seven, 

although at generation six it is slightly higher. 

La the high lines the absolute varince tends 

to rise iith increasing mean bristle number, and this 

phenomenon is more marked in some lines than in other. 

In the low lines, similarly, there is a tendency for 

the variance to decrease in parallel with the lowerin 

of the means. 	The coefficient of variability, used 

as a measure of relative varibility, remains fairly 
constnt/ 
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constant in all lines, although there is possibly 

a teiiency for it to decrease slightly as selection 

proceeds. 

Once more there is an overkill asymmetry of 

response. 	The average progress in the plus 

direction is 15.7 bristles ad that in the minus 

lines 9.9. 	The individual responses remain very 

variable, particularly in the high lines, ranging 

from. 12.3 to 21.0 bristles. 	In the low lines the 

individual responses are much more constant, 

extending from 9.4 to 11.7 bristles. 

The logarithmic transformation does not 

remove the asymmetry when applied to the average 

of the lines, the slopes of lines fitted to the 

respective generation means differing at the 5 

level of probability. 	As a result of the 

investigation previously made on asymmetry in the 

family el;ction, this result was more or less 

expected. 

The response of each line per unit selection 

differential, or the 'realised heritabilities' 

are given below. 
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Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 1. no 	5 verze 	jf 
all. Lines 

E1CR(a) 43-8+-4 -'-- O 41.6t2.70 50.1T3.t8 39.2t5.64 53.2tl.2 4.2t2.0 

(a) 35-0t3-C,,1 46.3t2.6 32.41.83 35.3t1.11 30.5tl.72 35.5t0.87 
ho 30..:)1 .3t3.51 34.7tl.7c  )6.Oti.)O 2.lt1. )tO3 

() jiscu jr.itbi1ities bed n ecleetion £o seven cnr tion 

(b) Reclised heritabilities omitting the first genert1on. 

The vslues for the low lines are generally 

below those for the high lines, r:ith the exception 

of L2 where heritability is much higher. 	There is 

a considerable variation in the high lines, H3 and 

H5 giving vlues consistent with those found 

previously nd the remaining three lines being 

somewhat lower in their heritabilities. 	It is of 

interest o note the overall range of vslues 

obtained from the ten lines. L5 provides a 

minirnuiii effective response of 0.305 t 0.017 bristles 

per unit selection differentiLl sd the maximum 

effectiveness is with H5 at 0.552 t 0.012. 	There 

is, doubtless, a tendency for heritability to be 

much lower with minus selection than with selection 

in the op:;osite direction. 	There was a suggestion 

in the family selection of a sharp drop in 

heritability after the first generation, but this 

is not so in all lines in this mass selectiongroup. 

Pe rbc ps/ 
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Perhaps in the case of L5 and Li heritability is 

much higher fo the first generation and falls off 

suddenly though it is difficult to be certain of 

this because of the posibility of environmental 

effects. Verely taking the ratio of response to 

selection differential for one generation seems to 

be liable to far too much error to be worthwhile. 

Neither does it seem valid to consider the response 

per unit selection differential for the average 

of all tIe lcv lines. 	L2 clearly differs from 

the other low lines in realised heritability and 

even where the heritabilities are similar it merely 

indicates that the average rate of response is the 

same - the lines do not necessarily display 

identical behaviour at a given generation. 

atlonof. 	e cti n. 

After five generations all the lines were 

relaxed and subsequently scored at different 

intervls. 	The lines were relaxed in mass, the 

cultural conditions thus being very stringent and 

the amount of crowding considerable. After nine-

teen generations of such treat;ient all lines 

regressed towards the oriinl population mean 

although the amount of regression was only 

equivalent/ 
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equivalent to between one and two genertions 

of selection. 	In the low lines there was very 

little change at all. 	The actual means at he 

end of this relaxed period are incorporated into 

Table 16. 	It appears that with the intense 

competition in the cultures, natural selection was 

slightly effective although it would be an 

exageration to assume that the fitness of the 

flies, or any component of fitness such as fertility, 

had been seriously reduced as a result of Live 

generations of selection for chaetae number, 

(ii) 27% Selection Intensity Group. 

The experimental results for this group do 

not differ very much in general from those of the 

20% selection intensity group. 	The actual progress 

of the lines is indicated in. Figure 4 and some of 

the relevant statistics in Table 17. 	The 

response is again asymmetrical  in direc tion and 

if the mea.'is in the plus and minus lines are 

considered, the actual progress upwarus is 

approximately 0.8 times as much again as that in 

the down direction. 

The realised lieritabilities are as follows; 
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Line 1 Line 2 Line 3vre of 
Line s 

}I(H 	(a) t3.2 52,9-227 45.9t7.93 51.4 	U9 

(a) 52.5t7.7 4-7- ; 4 

(b) (b) 5.t4.5l.7t7.O7 574±2.3 42.5t20ll 

ea1iseu et1 L bilii:. be sed oii five err tine 	of 
selection 

(b) Realised heritability omitting the first geeratiox 

It will be seen that selection has been 

oonsicier.bly more effective in the high lines as 

indicated by the higher relised heritebilities. 

Because of this, t. logarithmic transformation would 

not be expected to remove the asymmetry and in fact, 

it does not, the slope of the uplines still being 

greater than that of the down, (P<0.05). 

The diver,ence between lines is not very great, 

the. high lines in partieulr remaining fairly close 

to each other ed the difference between the 

extremes after five eneretions being only two 

bristles. 

Selection was rele.xed after five. generations 

but this time unóer the same conditions as actually 

prevailed during selection. 	A rndom 20 males and 

20 females were used each ener.tion as breeders 6nd 

as a result, the cultures were not overerovcied. 	The 
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mean level of the vrious lines after ten generations 

of relaxation has been included in Fiure 4. 	The 

low lines remained almost statioxry and two of the 

high lines also failed, to change in mean chaetae 

number. 	The third high line, Hi, did move back 

somewht towards the initial population mean, about 

4.9 bristles in all, but this seemed to be about 

its maximum regression as the same line, when scored 

s generation later, differed only by 3.9 bristles 

from its level j.st prior to relaxation. 	Once 

more there is little, if any, suggestion that 

fitness hes been reduced as a result of the short 

term artificial selection. 

Two of the lines which had remained very 

constant during relaxation were back selected after 

the tenth generation of relaxation. 	The lines 

thus treated were H3 and L3. 	In the former, two 

generations of minus selection were sufficient to 

reduce the mean bristle number by 4.2 units aid in 

L3, the same period of back selection increased the 

number of bristles by 2.1, xius providing eviuence 

that the lines still contained considerable genetic 

variability. 

(iii) 4O Selection Intensity Group. 

A/ 
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A diagremtic representation of the response 

is given in Figure 5. 	It will be noticed that the 

behaviour of all the high lines between generations tro 

and three is rather irregular and difficult to 

account for. 	In spite of selection all lines 

remain mchan:ed and. it seems almost certain that 

some peculiar environmental effect is involved. 

Random drift is likely to operate with some 

signi:fie ne in this group as the actual power 

of selection, due to a lower l-,-,posed eelction 

intensity, is somewhat diminished. 	In those 

situations where drift is oDeratind in the direction 

opposite to selection, the power of selection to 

veto 4his effect will be less than would be the 

case in the two earlier selection intensity groups 

described. 

In the low lines, L2 fails to respond to 

selection in the first generation and the same 

could also be sstd of L3. 	This could be due to 

'drift and of course environmental fluctuations 

cannot be ruled out. 	In sddition, the sample 

size is reduced to 100 observations and the 

sampling errors are becoming larger than in the 

two previous experiments. 	However, these latter 

effects are still not likely to be of much 

manitude/ 
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magnitude, magnitude, the standard error of the me&ns being, 

at the most, 0.4 of a bristle. 

The asyrnietry of response is more rn: rked here 

than in any group previously exEined. 	Considering 

the average of the lines in the two directions 

separe.tely, there is a total positive response of 

7.7 bristles and a minus one of 3.7 brit1es, high 

selection providing more than double the amount of 

pro,ress than low selection. 	The logarithmic 

scale fails to remove this skewness, the slopes of 

the lines fitted to the mean of the log, values 

differing at the 5. level of probability. 	This 

result, once more, could be anticipated, the 

realised heritabilities being oonsiderebly higher 

in the plus direction than in the minus. 	The 

actual values for heritability have been calculated 

for each line and for the averages of the high and 

by; I in r . 	those a I'S 	7 iv.n. )ebo'T,, 

Lice 	I Lie 2 Li 	3 

HC+;i51 t5 5.9t7 • 05 51,tt5.ü 

365tl.97 26,6±5.C4 27,51-5.17 2)t3.€6 

S.lection was relaxed after generation five 

under conditions identical to those described for 

the/ 



the 20/75 20/75 group. 	After ten generations of such 

relaxation, the lines were gain scored and the 

details also parallel those found in the previous 

group. 	The low lines have scarcely moved from the 

point they had reached after selection, any change 

being lesE than one bristle &n'd çite rndoni in 

direction. 	Two of the high lines lost the 

equivalent of two generstione of selection, moving 

back towards the popultion mean to the extent of 

three brirtles "hilet the remaining high line 

meintcined its level. 

Thus it would appear that, within the range 

covered by these experiments, artificial selection 

has been effective in causing a considerable shift 

in the mesa phenotype of the character without any 

appreciable associtedreduction in fitness. 	It 

has not been possible to obtain any accurate picture 

of fertility during the course of the experiments, 

as in all cases' matings were in mass. 	However, 

had fertility or- any similar component character 

of fitness been prejudiced by the artificial 

selection imposed, then it would be expected, with 

the relaxation or cessation of this selection, 

th&t ntural selection would have beea instrumental, 

over/ 
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over a period of ten generations, in causing an 

increase in fitness and with it a corresponding 

decline in mean chaetae number. 

The general st. tistics for this group are 

included in Teble 18. 

(iv) O% Selection Intensity Group. 

This final group was originally set up to 

act as a kind of Control, but subsequently a more 

suitable control, in the form oi' five randomly 

breeding lines, was started and details of its 

characteristics will be iven in Section F. 

With a selection intensity of 80, little 

progress can be expected and the action of random 

drift will be all important, selection being 

practically powerless to counteract its effects. 

Thus, something almost in the nature of a random 

fluctuation of the lines might be expected and 

indeed this is precisely what was the case. 	There 

was an extreme rise in bristle count at the p1  

generation and this was consistent and of 

considerable magnitude in all lines. 	The 

explanation for this seecris to lie in the fact that 

the parental flies were raised in cultures which 

were very crowded and thus their mean bristle 

score v:ould have been uepressed b; this 

environmental/ 
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environmentel effect. 	The F (and subsequent 

generations) being cultured under more congenial 

circumstcnces would show an increase in mean bristle 

count apart from any effects of selection. 

This 20/25 group has been included merely to 

complete the comparison, the average response of the 

high lines and the low lines being given representa— 

tion in Figure 6. 	The generation to generation 

sttist1cs c-re set out in Table 19. 

(C) Gneral Survey of iLs  S e 16 ct i on hs 

It will now be convenient to examine the 

actually realised heritabilitles in the different 

lines end groups and also to check on the relative 

amounts of progress made within each group, and at 

the same time compare the amount expected with 

that actually achieved. 

(1) Heritabilitjes. 

The realised heritebilities have been given 

separately for each selection inte1sity group. 

The standard errors are based only on the deviation 

of the response means from the regression line of 

response on cumulative selection differential. 

Each mean, of course, has its own sa;nplin error 

and this could be included in the error of the 

slope of regression. 	However, in all cases it is 

very/ 
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Very small and its exclusion will not seriously alter 

he actual, errors given. 	No attempt has been made 

to give heritabilities for the 20/25 group. 	The 

effects of drift and environmental fluctu.stion were 

onsidersble, particularly the former,, and as a 

esult selection was very often ineffectual on the 

one hnnd or over emphasised on the other. 	Realised 

ieritabilities determined from this group were 

sometimes of a negative qua tity and other times in 

excess of 100. 	Such results are obviously meaning- 

tess and are, therefore, not included. 

The realised heritability iiures rre, ith tvo 

xceptions, considerably lower in the Jnts 	lection 

lines than in the plus selection, the two exceptions 

being L2 of the 20/75 group and L2 of the 20/100 

roup. 	In the hi;h lines, the values are consistent- 

y high, in most cases around 50, though there is a 

light amount of vari tion amonst the incdvidual 

Values. 	Estimates in the low lines are much more 

arieble ranging from 21% to 50. 	Beca.se of the 

uniformity in the iigh lines, it is perheps reasonable 

to average the individual Leritabilities -ithin the 

different intensity groups an6 thus obtain a general 

stite which, of course, can only be relatea to 

p'wa rd/ 
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upward selection. 	In so doing, part of the effects 

of drift miht be expected to be eliminated. 

Hov;ever, the validity of such a procedure in the 

low lines seems questionable and it is fir1y 

obvious that, in some cases, the heritabilities are 

quite different and tet in the original sampling 

of the cage population distinctly different genetic 

situations have been incorporated into some of the 

lines. 

Viewed overall, the evicienco seems to sest 

a higher heritability in the high lines, probb1y 

somewhere in the vicinity of 50, whereas in the 

low lines, it is riiuch less and of the order of 30. 

(ii) The Effect of Different Intensities of 

Selection. 

Within the Mass Selection Experiment it is 

possible to exrnine the progress made using the 

three dLfierent inteisities of selection. 	The 

expected amount of pro:ress in any generation should 

be 

= i r1 °G 	where rIG = rG P = 

Thus, in predicting (or comprin) the re1tive 

amounts of p:O, ress likely to be made, usin, differ-

ent selection intensities, the expectations will be 

proport ions 1/ 
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proportional to the values assumed by i, the 

heritability and genetic standard deviation being 

assumed eonstait in the given original population. 

For the 20%, 27% and 40% selection intensities, 

i has the values of 1.40, 1.195 and 0.95 standard 

deviations, respctive1y. 	Thus, the actual 

response to selection in the different groups should 

be proportional to 

1.40 	: 1.195 	: 0.95 1.00 	: 0.85 	: 	0.68 

The expected mounts of p:oress for the 

different group' v;i11 be 

t(O.7071) (2.41) = 1.701 

Fo the purpoFo of making predictions, the values 

2 2. 
of h = 0.50, Q = 5.79, and G = 11.58, were used. 

There seemed to be very good evidence that the value 

of 50% heritability was justified. 	It will be 

recalled that previous estimates on the base 

population, involving independent datad methods 

of estimatidn, supplied results as follows: Half-

sib 46.0%;, Full-sib 52.077, and Intra-sire Reressiofl 

of Offspring on Dam 51.07. 

The value of 5.79 given to 07 was obtained by 

taking the estimates :f this statistic, as provided 

by/ 



by the 1f and full-sib analyses of the base 

population, weighting each estimate by the number of 

degrees of freedom on which it was esleulated and 

then taking the average. 

Using the average response of comparable lines 

within groups, the observed values, based on five 

generations of selection, together with the progress 

expected are given below. A graphical representa-

tion of the progress under selection, using the 

average of replicated lines within groups of 

different selection intensities, rather than the 

individual lines, is provided in Fi;ure 6, whilst 

Figure 7 diagramaticallY illustr.tes the observed 

and expected ins for all types of selection over 

Live gencrtion. 

eleeiei 
Intensity 
Group 

Number of Bristles elL tive Pro oortionr 

0bs:rved 
2xti Oerv.0 eeted 

F1 5ii Huh Lo' 

20/100 1   7.3 11.9 1.10 0.l 1.00 

20/75 11.0 6. 10.2 0.92  0.3 0.85 

0/50 7.7 3.7 e.i 0'.5 0.31 
1 	

0.66 

The above figures reveal that at all selection 

intensities in the high selection, the observed 

results agree very well with those expected, both 

in/ 
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in actual amounts of response and in relative 

proportions. 	There are, however, considerable 

discrepancies in the low lines in actual response 

obtained. With the knowledge of changing 

heritabilities, as seen in all previous sections, 

this result is not surprising. 	The two statistics 

which are presumed to remain constant, h and 

both decrease considerably durin the course of 

minus selection, even in such a short period as 

five generations. 	Thus, any prediction based on 

constant values fo•. these statistics is not likely 

to be very reliable. 	A change of scale of 

measurement can help to equalise the total 

variability characterising each generation in either 

high or lmw selection, but it cannot effect any 

change in the variability of h nor can it produce 

any constancy in 
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B. 	ra-Sire Regression of Offsprjr on Bern 

Three indeendent estimates of the heitabj1it 

of the character have already been £iven. 	In order 

to complete the check on the different methods of 

estimation it was decided to calculate heritability 

usin the method described by Lush (1940). 

This method has considerable practical 

application and is commonly used with livestock 

material v;here very often the number of sire 

families is limited. 	Since dominance deviations 

are not correlated betwee-a parent and offspring a 

more reliable estimate of heritability in the narrow 

sense is to be expected than from the full sib 

correlation. 	The nature of the analysis is such 

that it overcomes many of the difficulties or 

sources of error which are inherent in many of the 

methods. 	It is particularly useful in data there 

the darns are much more numerous than the sires, 

viz, dairy cattle and sheep records. 

(a) Procedure 

Once more samples of egs were obtained from 

the cage population and flies el1wed to hatch in 

the normally used fo:d bottles. 	Twenty seven 

males were rrndom1y chosen and each mated to as 

many/ 
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many randomly selected females as possible. 	These 

matings were stagered over a period of days. 	For 

example, initially ten females would be placed with 

a given male and allowed to rate for 43 hours, after 

which time the females were individually placed in 

vials arid in these vi1s produced their offsprinj. 

After the first ten females were removed from the 

male, an additional ten took their place and so n. 

Thus, the number of females leavirg progeny to a 

given male varied somewhat, but the average number 

was between eighteen and iineteen. 	In all, 506 

females supplied offsprii. 

At the time of transference of the females 

from the mating bottle to the vials, a count was 

mode of the number of abdominal cbaotae and 

sternopleural bristles. 	Subsequently, when the 

progeny were obtained, two males and two females 

were scored for each darn family. 

(b) Analysis. of Results 

The ana1ysiz was carried out for each sex 

sepsrately - that is, the reression of male 

offspring average on dam's phenotype and the 

similar regression for female averge, both analyses 

bein:. within sire groups. 

It/ 
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It can easily be shown that 

= 	Ii Cr 0 / a D 

where bD is the regression of the average phenotype 
O 

of the offspring on the dam's phenotype, and 	and 

are respectively the phenotypic standard 

deviations of offs:ring and darn. 

	

If it is assumed that 	for female offspring 

differs little from a then heritability is obtained 

by doubling the regression value. 	In the case of 

the male progeny, the regression has to be adjusted 

as the variance of males is slightly less than that 

of females. 	Thus, In the case of males, 

h2  = 2 b Cr  D 	 bein l  the standard 
deviation for males. 

The regression for the male off spring on dam 

is given by 

b = Sxy/Sx2  = 1242/6012 = 0.206 

and for the female offspring, 

b = 1619.5/6012 = 0.269 

In the ease of the females, heritability is 

immediately obtained by doubling the regression 

value. 	Thus, h 2 = 53.8>. 	The male reression has 

to be multiplied by the factor of 	. before 

it/ 
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it is doubled. 	From the preseit na1ysia the 

phenotypic standard deviation of the dcms is readily 

Obtainable and is equal to 3.543. 	The cor:'esponding 

stndard deviation of males has been estim1,ed from 

large samples of data and its value is 3.033. 

Using these values the heritability of the character 

based on the male proeny is.48.1. 	Both these 

estimates are in very close agreement and by averag-

m c  them the overall value of i2  is then 51.0. 

Individual errors can be atackied to the 

estiites obtained from the two types of progeny 

and the relevant figures are now presented. 	The 

actual analyses from which the followirj6 are taken 

are detailed in Table 20. 

Mle oter 

Variance of b 9..826= 0.002145 
€018 

Error of b 	= 0.046 

Feu1e rogexj 

Variance of b = (.9.418)12+ 12.36 	= 0.002839 
6011.8 

Er'or of b 	= 0.053 

Nov.: in the case of male pcogeny, h2  = 2b 

Little accuracy will be lost in regardin, O/ 

as/ 
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as a constant whose value is 3.543/3.033 = 1.163. 

Thus h = 2.336 b -,nd the standard error of h2  will 

be 2.336 times the standard error of b, i.e. 0.107. 

For the estimate based on female progeny the st!ndard 

eror of heritability will simply be twice the stand-

ard error of the oorrespondinj regression value, i.e., 

0.106. 	Thus the two separate estimates, t.o.ether 

with their errors are 

h2 	48.1% t 10.7 

and 	h2  = 53.85r, t 10.6 

Combinin these values, the average ir1ue for 

heritsbility corresponds to 51.0% t 7.4. 
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Correlated iespons. 

Throughout the course oi the fa!i1y selection, 

a subsidiary character, the number of sternopleural 

bristles, was scored concurrently with the number of 

abdominal e1etae. Using the analysis of variance 

and covariLnee technique, an estimate of the 

genetic correlation between the characters was 

obtained initiElly from the parental generation 

in the 'half-sib' family group. 	The correlation, 

based on 54 degrees of ,freedom between fa:ilies, 

turned out to be negative and of considerable 

magnitude, -0.589  a result which was most surprising 

because a slight positive correlation seemed to be 

more likely by virtue of an already noticed movement 

in the sternopleurals as a result of selection for 

the abdomirl chaetae. 

Further estimates of the é.enetic eorrel4tion 

were obtained from the P and P0  and F combined 

(vithin generations) in the 'full-sib' selection 

experiment. 	The pooling of the P0  and F1  seenied 

justified as one generation of selection for the 

primary character would not be expected to seriously 

alter the correlation. 	Anyway, the estimates 

turned out to be 0.19 and 0.15 respctively and 

were/ 
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were based on 114 and 228 degrees of freedom between 

families. 	The earlier negative result is attributed 

to the vagaries of sampling end all subsequent 

an.iyses seem to justify this decision. 

The sternopleurals have a phenotypic standard 

deviation of 1.23 bristles aid a genetic standard 

devietion of 0.67 in the cage population. 	These 

estimates are derived from poolin, the results of 

the two family selection experiments at generation 

zero end weighting according to the degrees of 

freedom. 	The heritability of the character appears 

to be in the vicinity of 30%. 

It did appear, then, that the genetic 

correlation was small but of positive sign. Ma the r 

end Harrison (1949) bed previously exmineu the 

relationship between sternopleurals and abdominal 

eheetee, and by plotting the average sternopleural 

value for a given time against the cor.esponding 

average value for abdominal chaotae, they found 

that the array of points so obtained frmed a para- 

bolic curve the hi,hes sternopleurals generally 

corresponding to the extremes of abdominal chaetae 

and the lowest sternopleu.ral counts with the mid- 

range of abdominal numbers. All the lines had 

been./ 
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been previously selected for abdomin..], chaetae for 

mny generations. 	The uthors concluded that 'the 

relation is not 	simple positive correlation, 

such as would appear if selection for one set of 

ehaetae cause a change in the cap city for general 

chaetae production, nor is it a simple negative 

correlation, such as iould appear if there were a 

limited capacity for general chaetae production 

with consequent competition betweea the various 

groups of chaetae'. 	They further su.ested that 

the rel. tin is e pkiysiolo.ieal one and that the 

correlated response to selection must be attributed 

largely to pleiotropy. 

M -ther rd Harrison do not entirely dismiss 

the possibility that linkage also plays a part in 

the association. 	They made counts on the fem1es 

of 13 different wild type stocks which had been 

maintained in their laboratory and could find no 

real association between the two characters, the 

number of sternopleural bristles beir; distributed 

quite at random with respect to the abdominal. 

Sover1 estim tec of -the henoty;i cor!'el:tiDn, 

r P9  ere 	de on the data in the resit -study nu 

all su:gest a correlation very close to zero. 	In 

the/ 
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the 'huif -sib ' analysis on the parental eneration, 

a value of -0,04 was obtained for r. Later, using 

tile information obtained from the 'tull-sib' 

investigation, the lhenO typic correlation was 

estimated. as 0.11 in the parental ieneration. 	In 

generation one, amongst the high lines, r turned 

out to be 0.02 and in the low lines 0.05. Combin-

ing,  the high and lowlines in generation one, the 

analysis revealed a correlation of 0.03. 	Finally, 

a eombin tion of all lines in both parental and 

tir:teneiettoflC, provided a phenotypic correlation 

of 0.07. 	All analyses were based on large numbers 

of observations, in prtioular the lest mentioned 

where there were 2880 individual measurements on 

both characters and some 240 families concerned. 

Our own experimental data, based on a period 

of seven generations of selection, does seem to 

indicate that a small positive genetic correlation 

is present. 	The reajionse of the individual lines 

in the 1 1-11:E-sib' at the 'full-sib' family 

selection both fo; the prim.ry chiraeter, abdominal 

chaetae, aad the subsidiary or correlated character, 

the sternopleLzral bristles, are detailed in Tables 

4 and 12 respec1vely. 	Figure 8 illustrates the 

movement! 
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movement of the sternopleurale as selection for the 

abdoniinals proceeds. 

In the hih lines in both types of selection, 

a positive shift in sternopleural bristle number is 

associated with a si'nilr shift in the primary 

character. 	The extent 01 this response is by no 

means regular - it is, in fact, very variable, 

sithough in c1l cases it Is in the right direction. 

For example, In the 'full—sib' selection, direct 

selection has increased the number of abdomine]. 

chaotae In Hi by an amount equivalent to 3.31 geiietic 

standard devlation2 9  and associated with this is an 

Increase in the number of sternopleu.rals correspond—

ing to 0.418 genetic standard deviations of this 

latter character. 	This would correspond to a 

genetic correlation of 0.11 based on such response. 

In H3, the position differs greatly. 	Corresponding 

to a positive shift of 4.35 genetic standard 

deviations in abdominal chaetae, is an associated 

positive advance of 3.51 genetic standard deviations 

in the coirelated ehrcter. 	These latter fiL:ures 

suggest a genetic correlation of O.U. 	Similar 

'observed' L.enetio co irela.tions for all the high 

lines are fAven below and it will be seen that 

they/ 
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they range from. 0.11 to 0.83. 

1 - Til V  

h2 H3 

F7 - P 	?bd.(s) 6,47 .57 1.7 3.97 1 12,92 10.383 1.0 
(b) 2.70 3.99 4.52 3.74 ).l 5. 2.55 3.85 

stern. (a) 1.0 0.74 u.1 0.95 0.28 1.68 2.5 1.44 
(b) 2.24 1.10 0.91 1.42 0.42 2.1 .)l 2.1w 

) ),c3 O,L; 0.3o 0.11 0.47 O1 i.0 

() j:1L.flOC Ifl .CtUc1. LLii 

(b) V V.  V ence in gflELe standard deviations, 

ITG 	2.4 	= 0.67 

In the lovv iins, the position is somewhat 

anomalous and certainly not very clear. In four 

V 	out of the six low lines the correlated character 

moves in the direction opposite to that of the 

primry character. 	G-enera11y, the change in 

sternop1e'irls is slight in the down lines with the 

exception or Li and L2 in the t1f_sib group. 	In 

Li the sternoplOurt..iS increase by a b rit 1e nU in 

L2 they decrease by a similar mount. 

As mentioned previously, estimates from the 

base population or early generations point to the 

presence of a genetic correlation of the order of 

0.20. 	An additional estimate was obtained from 

the cage popuLtion from a different investigation 

which/ 
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which has been described in the previous section. 

Large se le matins were set up in order to caloi1ate 

the heritability of Ebdomirlal ehaetae si%--  the 

intra—sire regression of offspring on dam. From the: 

data collected it was possible to estimate the 

genetic correlation using the method of cross 

correlation as described by Hazel (1943). 	This 

ws done separately for the two sexes and the 

informtiofl is condensed as follows: 

i Products 

V ri 	1e ::ibol 

d)1fl 1 ifl OitsTrinr 
- - -. 

u 	ternopi e 	':1E3 	111 1D 

'ternoplet.riS 	tn (;:: -7 

:c 	OUO•iL 	1. 	111 	L 

Lfl.r_l 	111 ') 	rin 
Ai 1242.0 1u19 

iw 	bdomiti.0 	in Lim 

ternorlee 	i' 	Li. flL 	- 	!1II - ) 1 2r  7 . '.- / 1 	- • -, - 	- 	 - 	- 

f-) 

ix8 7.47  

u. - 	o.022 
\SS  

;lti'u erro =_ \j rAx rsS = 0.140 0.118 

Note n = 479 End is ±ua1 to the Lotal number of dam 

of spriflg  comparisons minus the number of sires. 
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Although the values for the two sexes ulfiered by 

approximtelY 0.349  the difference is not statistic-

ally siFgAficant j  so perhaps an average of the two 

values rni( ht provide a better inuication of the 

actual genetic correlation. 	This average provides 

a genetic corre?tiOfl of 0.19. 

If the magnitude of the genetic correlation is 

accepted as being of the order of 0.20, the amount 

of selection pres'ure imposeu on the genes controll-

ing the expression of the sternopleura1s will, at 

any time, be small and considerin: he amount of 

inbreeding involved in the family selctiofl, the 

process of rndoiii u3--, it must be important. 	T.LIIS 

phenomenon could well explain the large variability 

between the correlated responses in the righ lines. 

Neglecting for a momen.t the uniform direction of 

correlated response in the high lines, drift could 

also probably account for some of the co--related 

responses in the low lines being of sign opposite 

to that expected. 	However, the fact hat in all 

the high lines sternopleurals move in a positive 

direction ses to sug, est that drift 8.10110 

cannot oup ly the answer. 	There apears to be 

evidence that the postulated genetic correlation 

works/ 
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works in the positive oirection of selection of the 

primary character, but that it breks down, or at 

least is most unpredictable, in the .inus direction. 

Further substantiation comes from the results 

of four inbred lines the means of which are 

detailed below. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

hi I'od. 5.0 36.1 35.1 37,4 3 	•:L.4.2,5 4o) ________ 
Ster. 5.74 5.5 7.7 7..o .15 5.31 - 
P.bU, 5.) .h 7.9 )9.b i..) +0.7 
Ster. 5.99 5.90 5.52 5.25 5.52 7.47 7.45 7.93 

Abd. 35.: 3..7 3.0 30.5 2 ;..) 2d. 27.4 
5...i. 5.2 5.35 ,70 5.1. 4.95 4.T) 4.50 

5e 5. 	... )_,.) . :.;i.B )i.1, i0.l .) 
7.)71 7.03 1 7.45 1 	7 .651 7.47 7.37 

These lines were selected, two up and two c1own, 

with a selection intensity of 20 and brother by 

sister meting mainteined throughout its course. 

Selection was fo' abdominal ebaete, but the progres 

of the sternopleurls was also recorded. Line Hi 

provided only one .mily in generation seven (five 

families normally constituting a line), and this 

as not scored. 	After generation seven this line 

was completely lost because of infertility. 

In the two higli lines, selection for abdominal 

chaete/ 
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obaetae was associated with a marked increase in the 

number of sternopleurals, 2.77 and 1.94 respectVelY 

for Hi and H2 9  both increases being in the direction 

of selection for the primary character. 	In the 

low lines, in the ease of Li, sternopleurals did 

move down by 0.98 bristles but in L2, eorrespafldi ag 

to a decrease in abdominal ehaetae, there was an 

increase of 1.71 in sternopleurals. Once more we 

have an instance of the correlated chraeter noving 

in a direction opposite to that expected, irdiereas 

the response in the high lines is not only in the 

right direction but of considerable magnitude. 

Drift -roald be all importalit in these lines as 

inbreeding was at a maximum, and if only these four 

inbred lines were to be considered, then probably 

no further explenatiofl iou1d be required. 

A general sunuiary of all the results indicates 

that only in two out of sixteen lines, is there 

any appreciable response downwards and in both 

these cases it is of the order of one bristle and 

occurs in low lines. 	On the other and, seven 

of the lines show marked response in the upward 

direction, to of these beinL, low lines. 	The 

remaining seven lines stay at a level fairly close 

to .hat which prevailed at the beginning of 

selection. 

This/ 
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This erratic or unpredictable beLViour could, 

perhaps, be ascribed to linkage but some of the 

arguments which discount urift as being the main 

cause of the irregul rity wDuld also rule out 

linkage. 	Genes having a positive effect on sterno- 

pleurals :ad linked with genes minus for abdominals 

could expLLin the upward movement in sternopleurals 

in some of the low lines but a simi1r situation 

be expected to apply to the high lines and 

this does not occur. 

Since the regression of genetic gain of the 

correlated character (5) on the genetic gain in 

the 'rimary character (A) can be represented as 

7e can write the expected amount of gain in the 

correlated character as a multiple of the genetic 

correlation, the amount of gain in the primary 

character ,3.nd the ratio of the enetic standard 

cvi t 	the corre l ted 	Drim ry characters. 

- 
S 	"A 

(7 
it 

ror )ti 5.L( 	 nd their ratios 

are/ 
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are deti1ed as follows for the 'full—sib' family 

selection. 

GENERATION 

01 2 4 5 7 

LLes 
0,682 0.741 O.96 o,.;31 0. 7& 0.313 3,oL)4 0.75 

2,4:0 2.40 2,0;1 1.b29 , )2J 2.75 1.0 l.753 

0.275 0.516 0.491 0.454 0.375 0.544 0.439 0.503 

0.682 0.690 0.620 0.oLii 3,1 0,512 0.327 0.515 

2.40 1.805 1.943 l.45 1.100 1.010 1.133 1.292 
c 

:. 	1j 3.275 3,52 0.319 0.413 0.333 0.507 0.99 0.244 

It will 	sn that the ratios of the two 

variables is at a minimum in the parental genertiofl. 

ibstitutifl3 this minimum value into the Lbove 

qu:tiOn and assuming the genetic corelatiofl to 

remain fairly conat ttbroughout the seven generations 

the -in expected in steinop1eurals can be Liver), as 

= (0.2) (0.272) (10,5) = 0.57 for high selection 

A. = (0.2) (0.272) (7.8) = 0.42 for low selection 

The average observed gain in the high lines turns out 

to be 1.44 bristles siad the low lines instead of 

howing a decrease of approximately 0.42 sterno—

have gained on the average 0.15 bristles. 
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P. Control or 	r'dom BreeciiPoiultion. 

During the course of the experimental work 

previously described, five randomly breedixk;, lines were 

set up and carried along under conditions identical 

to those which prevailed during the selection work. 

The cage popultion was sampled as before, and the 

lines propagated by the mating of 20 randomly chosen 

males and females. For each line the generation 

means were obtained from random samples ci the 

flies hatching in two bottled, 40 males and 40 

females being scored for abdominal chaetae and half 

this number for sternopleuris. 	After generation 

10, the lines were still maintained but not scored 

until generation 16 when counts were uade again 

and continued until generation 20. An additional 

lcrge scale measurenent was made on all lines at 

generation 25 in conjunction with another exercise 

and all statistics desoribirig this generation are 

based on 480 observttions±br each line. 

The extent of the generation to generation 

fluctuations in the lines is illustrated in 

Figures 8 end 9, the former represeiing the 

sternopleurel britles aid the latter the abdominal 

cheetse. 	The degree of random flueiution seems 

to/ 
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to be quite considerable, reaching a maximum for the 

abdoniint1 ehaetae at generation ten, where the range 

is something of the order of 51 bristles compared 

to that at generation zero v.hen of a bristle 

would be the extreme divergence. 

The amount of random drift tht has taken 

place in these lines during the first ten generations 

does appear to be quite considerable. 	The variance 

due to drift for a single gene has been given by 

ri.Lt (1931) 

= q(l - q)/2N 

ribht (1951) has also indicated that if the system 

of mating is one of subdivision into strains (or 

lines) with internal random mating, then the average 

varince within them, that is the additive genetic 

variance, ;1i c:f by he proportion F, becoming 

v: a ,  j. rice between such strains 

becomes 2-211  CY  

Thus the VariLnee between lines can be taken 

as an estimate of the amount of drift variance 

providing it can be assumed that there are no 

environmental effects peculiar to one line arid not 

to another. 	This variance component 'between lines' 

could be c1oulated for any given generation and 

equated/ 
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equated to 2P O. 	This would provide a value for 

P on the basis 0± the actual data. Of course the 

inbreeding coefficient, F. can be estimated using 

Wright's (1931) formula previously given and which 

considers the effective number of male and female 

parents. 	In the use of this formula, however, one 

usuiI1y has to assume that all parents were equally 

effective in leaving offspring. 

If the drift variance could be estimated with 

reasonable accuracy, then it would be easy to 

calculate the amount of inbreeding actually involved 

and from that the number of parents effective in 

propagating the lines. 	Ia the present study there 

are only five lines and any estimate of the 'between 

line' variance will not b very informative, having 

only four degrees of freedom to pledge its 

reliability. 

A means whereby more information may be obtaine 

from the data has been suggested by Dr. Alan 

Robertson. 	This consists of considering the 

differences, within lines, of eonseeuive generation 

means, of mens removed from each other by one 

intervening :eneration, two intervening generations 

and so on. 	Including all lines there will be 50 

differences/ 
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differences of the first t.ye, 45 of the second, 

40 of the third and so on in dirninishini' terms. 

The fo11ovin l  equations illustrate the 

mechanics of the .itution 

E(D0) 	= 

E( D1  ) 2= 2 	0 
lu 	Li. 

0 

0 

'2  
E(D) = a 

where D1  represents ;he difference between 

consecutive me -,as, D2  the difference between means 

separated by one generation, and D1  the difference 

betwe 	earated by (i—i) eriertions. 

y j, 	 va.VlLlnce of a mean based on ii 

observations at generation zero .d can be written 

as 
2. 	 2 

= o. + CY 

n 
2. 0 bcinc the variance within the array from which 

the mean is determined and 	the variance due to 

any external effects, SUCLi 12 cultural conditions, 

tempercture changes etc. 	These latter are not 

generally of large nugnitude. 	Differoaces due to 

culture conditions have been recorded throughout 

the/ 
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the selection experiments and were found to be small 

and gener6lly non significant. 	However, it has to 

be recognised that the crift variance will be 

overestimated if the CC 
 term does contribute to 

the variance but -1--: nevertheless neglected. 	In the 

following estimates an average figure for the 

variance due to bottles will be included. 

Using the above equations the drift variance 

has been calculated separately for male and feiu1e 

progeny. 	In the case of the former it is 0.182 

and for the latter 0,492. 	The effective nu:bEr 

of parents, N, is obtined from the ratio, 	,/ 

and the following values are obtained.: 

Male progeny, N = 5.1/0.182 = 28 

Female progeny, N = 7.4/0.492 = 15 

Since there does no-t 	to be any obvious reason 

why these two estiates should differ, other than 

for sampling, perhaps a more accurate estimate may 

be obtained by pooling the results cind ting an 

average. 	In so doing the effective number of 

parents becomes 22 and thus differs considerably 

from the 40 aotu11y set up to be parents each 

generation. 

As this answer seemed very reasonable it was 

decided/ 
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decided to cheek on its validity, or rather its 

repeatability, by exariiinin• the data on the other 

character measured, namely the number of sterno-

pleural bristles. Unfortunately, in this ease the 

means are based on only 20 observations and the 

sapling errors will be much larger. A solution 

was obto.ined from the female off sprint returning a 

value for N if 26. 	In the ease of the male 

progeny the Lrift varinee turned out to be zero 

and this result must be attributed to saniplthg 

disorders, for even if all 40 	cnts originally 

mated were equally effective o ;ould have a real 
CL 

value. 

After the lines had proceeded for 24 genera-

tions, each was given a faily structure, i.e. the 

matings were made in sinle pais, randomly taken 

f::'om the 	tchin, bottles, ncI wbt Laight be regarde 

as gerierEtion 25 oonsisedof 120 full sib families. 

The purpose of this procedure was to see 11 there 

hd been any changes In the relative amounts of 

genetic varince within the uifferent lines. 	From 

each family, two males Lad two feui1es were scored, 

the total number 01 oftsprin, per line being 

reco :ded/ 
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recorded thus amounted to 430. 

Heritabilities were obtained from the analysis 

of variance between and within full sib groups for 

both the abdominal chaetae and the sternopleural 

bristles. 	In addition, the genetic correlation 

between these two characters was also obtaind 

simply by extendin: the analysis to include the 

covariance, 

The results for the abdominal chaetae are 

i:ti wri.:t 0 	tQ itt Ot h I 	t I. at 
125 25 £252 5 

1 35.2t0.40 37.2t0.14 12.50 9.67 4.41 0.456t0.097 +0.06 +0.19 
2 35.0±0.4 .9-O.lb 14.76 11.71 0.-0.05 -0.06 -0.17 
3 35,5t0.40 3.7tQ.l5 13.06 10.02 7.37 0,7t0.140 +0.31 +0.22 
4 5,60.3l 35.7-0.14 7.45 .75 0.537-0.09) -0.07 ).2j 
5 34.60.43 37.70.l5 14.42 97 5"7 O.59%tO.100 -0.06 -Q,3 

Heterogeneity xe  fo 	 i 	 7.28 

O.1OP<O.2O 

The interestin feature of thi; exercise is the 

surprising range of values for heritability in the 

different lines. 	The errors are large and a test 

of the heterogeneity revealed that all the estimates 

could well have conic from the same population. 

Although these differences cannot be regarded as 

bein -  significant, they do, never the 1e, indicate 

the/ 
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the possibility of a differential change having 

occurred in this parameter. 	The heritability 

figure will, in all cases, be overestimated if 

dominnce deviations are important, since the 

component of vari&noe between 	ilis contains 

as well as 1- O 

Values for the genetic correlation at 

generation 25 have been tiven and it is difficult 

to know whethur the differences in the various 

values have any real significance. 	These 

correlations, within the limits of their accuracy, 

describe the position at generation 25 and do not 

necessarily indicate what the association was at 

intermediate stages of the progress of the lines. 

Perhaps the only way in which the reality of such 

negative values could be established would be to 

select for one of the characters nd observe the 

response in the other. 	Lerner (1950) has 

described a process whereby a positive genetic 

corx'eltion can become negative as a result of 

selection, and whether random drift could, in the 

course of time, operate in a similar manner 

remains open to speculation. 
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I GENERAL LISCUSIQi 

Some of the more salient features arising 

out of the results just described will now be 

discussed. 	Particular emphasis will be given to 

such matters which have practical implication in 

the field of anLa1 breeding and improvement. 

(a) Fleritability Estiin&tes anc T 

(1) The Present Experiment. 

Four different methods have been used in 

estimating the heritability of the character, the 

number of chetae on the combined fourth and 

fifth abdorninl steraites. 	Threer Lese method. 

were based on the degree of simil.rity or 

resemblance between individuals of a known genetic 

relationship. 	The fourtt estimate was obtained 

from the actual selection experiment, and because 

of this describes the evertge situation over a 

specified number of generations, .;hereas the 

met ods which rely on the Dhenotypic correlation 

between relatives describes the situation at a 

given time. 

It became very obvious, as a result of 

selection, that the heritability of abdominal 

ohaetae was not the same in the two directions of 

selection/ 
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selection. 	Other workers have described similar 

res1ts. 	Falconer (1953a), for insta.iee, in 

se1ectin: for 6—week weight in mice found a 

heritability of 19.5t3.6 in his large line, 

49 0 6t30 7 In the small weight line and 

using the diverfenee between lines, these results 

being based on eleven generations of selection. 

Since the response to selection, as exhibited by 

the divergence between the two lines, showed no 

tendency to decline as selection proceeded, 

Falconer concluded that the heritability remained 

substantially unaltered by the continued selection. 

It would be interesting to knoiv what actual 

heritability value characterised or described the 

initial parent population from which the large and 

small lines were uerived. 	It seems almost certain 

that there has been either a decrease inherit—

ability in the large lines or an increase in the 

small, (or less likely, both of these circumstances 

might be correct) relative to what was the case in 

the parent popu1..tion. 

Heritability figures obtLinea from the 

divergence between lines seem to provide an average 

estimate of the actual situation prevailing in 

the/ 
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the two different directions and if the genetic 

situations are quite different, then obviously it 

has not a great eal to recom u 	 end it. 

It was for precisely thio reason that no 

attempt was made to use the divergence between lines 

in this present study. 	It became clear, early 

in the family selection prograrn.rae, that kieritabiliti 

in the low lines were not comparable to those in the 

high. Family selection has an advantage in that 

it permits of separate estimates of heritability 

being calculated eacti generation, and providing the 

number of families is sufficiently large to reduce 

the magnitude of the samplin; error, then it is 

possible to identify any changes or trends in the 

parameter. 

The only 8nomaly arising out of the experiments 

just described is found in 'the consistently lower 

heritability in the doiward selection lines. 

Estimates obtained on the parental generation by 

the method of correlation agree remarkable well and 

also coincide very closely with values obtained as 

a result of upward selection. 

Since differential heritabilities in the two 

directions of selection must be reconiseU it could 

be/ 
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be argued that they are the result of a scale effect 

and that if the correct scale of measurement were 

uEed, then this artefact would disappear. 	There 

seems to be ample evidence to warrant the dismissal 

of this claim, 	Falconer (1953b), in a somewhat 

detailed examination of asymmetry arid its possible 

causes, has shown that a change of scale makes very 

little different to the heritability value calculated 

on the arithmetic scale. 	Thus, for instance, the 

lower values obtained in the low lines of the family 

selection, or the mass selection, eaa be regarded 

as being real (within the limits pecmiitted by their 

own individual errors) and not just a result of 

metric bias. 

In addition to this evidence a further 

argument can be advanced using the realised herit-

abilities as calculated in the various selection 

experiments. 	In Lhose cases where the realised 

heritabilities were similar in the high lines to 

those in the low lines, a logarithmic transformation 

was effective in removing the asym.rretry but was 

incapable of doing so when the response per unit of 

selection differed in the two directions. 	Li the 

i2ormer/ 
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former instance, the asymmetry was due entirely 

to the scale effect whereas in the latter the 

differential effectiveness of selection in the two 

directions together with the scale effect was 

instrumental in causing the skewness. 

c'here a character is controlled by many eries, 

selection over a short number of generations cannot 

be expected to decrease the amount of additive 

genetic variance to any great extent unless some 

of the alleles subject to the discriminating action 

of selection have quite large differential effects. 

It has been observed that, generally, in the high 

selection there has not been any appreciable decline 

in heritebility over half a dozen generations, 

although a possible exception to this generality 

lies in the full-sib family selection where herit- 

ability did drop considerably. 	In almost all cases 

heritability declined appreciably in the low 

selection, arid in the two types of family selection, 

where it has been possible to calculate the 

heritabilities each I  erie-r tion, there was a siggestic 

of a fairly large drop after the first geiaeration 

of selection. 	This observation is based on the 

results obtained from the .rialysis of the low lines 

(pooled/ 
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(pooled within lines) at generation one. 	Figures 

are also available for heritability estimates for 

each individual line, but since the samplin errors 

are so large it is difficult to envisage any real 

trend, except possibly in one or two Instances. 

Table 13 illustrates this point. 	In L3 

heritability declines after generation one and 

thereafter remains low. 	In L2 the sane result 

is obtained but it takes place a generation earlier 

that is, immediately after the first selection. 

In Li the position is not clear. 	After one 

generation of selection, the amount of additive 

genetic varinee remaining in the line is negligibl 

but after the second generation has risen consider-

ably end is maintained for an additional generation,  

The Mass Selection experiment provides evIdenc 

that the heritebilities are much lower in downward 

selection than in the reverse direction and the 

Family Selection work, whilst confirming this, 

seems to point to a fairly sharp decline within the 

first couple of generations. 	This evidence 

suggests the presence of a geule with fairly large 

effect, being recessive for reduced number of 

chaetae and existing in the base population at 

intermediate/ 
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intermediate frequency. Minw selection should be 

effective in fixing such a gene in the low lines 

within a couple of gener&tion.s and if so, the total 

variance as well as the genie variance will be 

diminished to the extent of the contributions of 

such a gene. 	Prevailing heritability will likewi 

be effectively reduced. 

These results, however inconclusive they may 

be as to the real genetic situation,cio, nevertheless, 

suggest that caution is required in Plying herit- 

ability values to predictions. 	The evidence that 

heritability is approximately 50% in the base 

population is not to be denied and if applied to 

high selection little, if any, error will result. 

But there can be no doubt that this initial estimate 

though accurately describing the situation at time 

coJrespondinE to zero artificial selection, does 

not necessarily effectively describe the situation 

after selection has started to operate. 

In obtainin a valid estimate of the actual 

fraction of the total varinee that can be attribute 

to the average effects of genes many difficulties 

in operation are encountered, principal amongst 

which can be listed, dominance, epistasis, 

superiority/ 
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superiority of heterozygous individuals and 

environmental hazards sucii as environmental corre- 

lations. 	Depending on the method of estimation 

these difficulties may be present to a greater or 

lesser extent. 

I: the character unaer exnination none of the 

above are likely to be important, at least at the 

level at which the present study is concerned. 	It 

is most i1y that, within fairly v.ide limits, the 

number of abdominal chaetae has any selective value 

in the wild and so one would not expect the character 

to have been subjected to continuous selection in 

any definite direction. 	Robertson and Reeve (1952) 

have suggested that the genetic variation in 

abdominal bristle number is probably due to genes 

havina  other primary tasks and that these variations 

are the secondary effects of such genes. 

One should not thus expect to find complex 

interactions or extreme dominance situations to any 

extent In the randomly breeding population initially 

sampled.. It see.s that most of the genetic variance 

should be genetic in the narrow sense and confirma-

tion of this expectation is derived from three 

sources. 	In the first piLce, heritability estimates 

obtained/ 
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obtained from the phenotypic correlation between 

full sibs differs little from that obtained from 

either the correlation among half sibs or the 

offspring parent regression. 	Since one quarter of 

the dominance deviations are correlated amongst full 

sibs, it would be expected, if dominance deviations 

were important, that the full sib estimate would be 

somewhat larger than the other two estimates but 

this is not the case. 	It ':ould seem, then, that 

most of the dominance that might be present can be 

Incorporated into the adcitive scheme. 	Secondly, 

a series of inbred lines failed to reveal any 

indication of inbreeding depression, thus ruling 

out the presence of directional dominance and 

overdominance, and possibly certain types of 

epistasis. 

Finally, since the character concerned is a 

meristic one, i has been possible to estimate the 

amount of chance variation, or varince due to 

intangible causes, and it was found that this 

effect contributes approxiate1y 33 of the total 

variance of the sum of the two segments. 	It has 

previously cen seen that the genie variance 

represent 
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represents 50 	o the total, so there remains only 

17 	of the total variance to be aportioned to 

environmental varitiofl2 as well as dominance 

deviations and epistasis. 

On the assumption that the same genes control 

the number of ehaetae on both segments, and this 

assumption has been validated by two independent 

estimates of the genetic correlation between the 

segments, (see also Reeve and Robertson, 1954 - 

in press), then the variance of the differences 

between se:'.ents can be viewed as representing the 

varisnee due to the intaigible internal erivironinten.t 

or accidents of development. 	That the magnitude 

of this variation is approximately 33 of the total 

cali be see-, 	:rn tile 	

* 
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Thus, the fact that dominance and epistasis 

cannot be very important in our material has 

considerably reduced the liklihood of inaccurate 

estimates of heritability being obtained and in 

particular it has permitted the different raetLods 

of estimation to provide results which are surpris- 

ingly homogeneous. 	However, all estimtes, though 

based on large numbers of observations and m.ny 

families, ;-till nevertheless have fairly large 

sampling errors. 	This fact serves to indicate 

that for reliable estimates of this parameter very 

large numbers are required. 	The literature is 

crowded with estimates of heritability on different 

characters, and generlly no attemit i made to 

provide standard errors for SUCL estimates. 	Becau 

of the many practical difficulties encountered in 

the collection of livestock data, many of these 

estimates are based on such few numbers that they 

can scarcely have much significance. 

(ii) Other Experimental Material. 

There are a few cases reported In the 

literati-ire of different met.ods of estimation being 

applied to the same basic material. 	Whatley (1942) 

carried out a statistical study of herit..bility 

using! 
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using the 180—dy weiht of pis as his material 

for investigation. 	His estimates of heritability 

were obtained using several methous, included among 

which were the paternal half—sib correlation, the 

correlation between full sibs not litter mates, the 

correlation between offspring and darn (within sire 

groups), and finally the intra—sire regression of 

offspring on dam, 	The values resulting from these 

analyses were respectively, 20.4, 40.43, 30.4 and 

62.0. 	Unfortunately, ;:hatley has not given any 

standard errors for these estimates so knowledge 

of the degree of their heteroeneity is not readily 

available. 	Althougii tLere  is indication of a 

considerable range of possibilities there is little 

information as to the relative reliabi1it of the 

estimates. 

Dickerson (1947) and Dickerson and Grimes (1947; 

in analyrinp,  the genetic situation with espect to 

economic components of productivity in swine, have 

used several methods of estimation of the herit— 

ability of such characters. 	In so doin, they have 

been able to reveal some anomalous results and at 

the some time point out a likely explanation for 

these/  
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these anomalies. 	Their study provides an excellent 

illustration of the bias that can be introduced in 

different methods of estimating heritebility. 	In 

their particular example, the bias is caused by 

heritable differences in the dam's environmental 

influence and tke correlation of these influences 

with the dam's tr&nsruitted influence. 	Usin: uhe 

regression ofoffsDring on sire, a heritability of 

46.0tl6.0c was obtained for feed requirements, but 

when the offspring were regressed on the dams, the 

value obtaiieU was very small and not significant. 

Dickerson and Grimes interpret tbis as indicating 

that the dams which pass on genes for more economica: 

gaining ability also p:rvide poorer nutrition daring 

the suckling period, thus neutraiiaig their 

transmitted influence. 

Dempster, Lerner and Lowry (1952) have also 

calculated heritabilities for production ebaracters 

in poultry using different methods of estimation. 

Their data were analysed separately for each year of 

hatch and obviously, with such small numbers of 

families, the individual estimz:'tes have little 

meaning.:, their sampling errors being very large. 

It' 
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It is little ronder that a range of values extending 

from quantities of negative sign to over lOOt were 

obtained, for heritability of survivorst production 

vhen it is realised that the number of degrees of 

freedom between families, particularly sire families 

is so small. 	The authors carried the analysis a 

stop further by fitting a regression line to these 

yearly estimates and in so doing hoped to be able to 

discover if there existed, any trend in heritabilities 

over the period of selection. 	Only one of the six 

regressions calculated aproaehed statistical 

significance. 	It is not apparent from the data 

if the errors associated ith the individual yearly 

estimates, from which the regression lines were.. ealcu ated, 

wereconsidered wien the actual errors of the slopes 

were derived.. 	If not, then the errors to be 

attached to each regression are likely to be some—

what higher than those given, in wiiieh ease little 

information can be gleaned from these regressions. 
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(b) The  prediction of propgre.ss under _selection.  

(1) The present exprinient. 

It is generally agreed (see, for insta-ice, 

Lush, 1948) that if it is possible to correctly 

estimate how rapidly selection is changing a popula-

tion at a given moment, then this estimate can be 

extrapolated for several generations with only a lit-tie 

error. 	There is, in this belief, an implied 

assumption that many genes of small effect control 

the character, that selection will change the 

frequency, q, of each gene very slowly and finally 

that, since the enic variance is a function of 

q(l-q), it will change lose rpid1y than q itself 

will. 	Thus heritability is not expected to alter 

much over a few generations of selection. 

It lice been pointed out previously that he 

amount of progress depends on the degree of herita-

bility of the character and also on the amount of 

selection possible, which in turn is d function of th 

variability of the character as well as the reproduct 

ive rate of the individual. 	In making a prediction 

desined to extend over a period of several 

generations, it is presumed, or hoped, that herita-

bility and variability will not change much during  

this period. 

In/ 
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In the course of the experiments just describe 

it has been seen that neither of these two pre-

sumptions are justified, at least not in the down- 

ward selection. 	In the high selected lines the 

requirements are generally satisfied with the resul 

that the observed progress is in very good agreemen 

with that expected with the possible exception of 

the full-sib family selection. A diagramatic 

illustration of these facts, for the first five 

generations cf selection, is given in Fih:ure 7. 

In the initiation of a selection experiment, 

or of a programme for the improvement of livestock, 

possibly very little will be known of the overall 

genetic situation. 	Thus, having obtained an 

estimate of the fraction of the total variance which 

is due to the average effects of genes, nothing  

will be known of the nature of the magnitude of the 

individual effects of these genes. 	If there are a 

few genes having large effects on the character, as 

well as many with smaller effects, ten it might 

be expected that the former will make a large 

contribution to the aduitive genetic variance, and 

hence to the heritability. 	Such £acors will make 

a lare contrib: t ion to pro ress in. the .irst few 

generations/ 



generations and, as selection will be moSt intense 

for them, they will tend to become rapidly fixed 

and further progress to selection will depend on 

genes of smaller effect. 	The fixation of these 

major factors should cause a sharp decrease in both 

the additive genetic variance and the total variance, 

the joint effect of this situation providing a 

reduction in heritability. 

This is precisely what appears to have happened 

in many of the low lines in the current experiments, 

It has been shown that this reduction in heritability 

is real and that it is effected very early in 

selection. 	Obviously, then, any prediction of 

progress during low selection will be extremely 

misleading if the heritability of the parent populatin 

is considered in formulating the prediction. 

Another factor militating against accurate 

prediction Is the lack of knowledge of the correct 

scale on which the measurements should be made. 	For 

genetic analysis alone, the most desirable scale is 

that on which most of the genetic effects are 

additive. 	However, for a statistical analysis to be 

valid, the variate should (i) be on a scale on which 

the real effects of the c--uses of variation are 

linear/ 
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linear and additive, (ii) have a variance indepenenL 

of the level of the mean, .ii) be normally distribut+ 

ed arid (iv) be on a scale on which the arithmetic 

average is an efficient estimate o1 the mean. 

(Bartlett 1947), 

In the preemi study, the amount of response 

in the lw selection was always Considerably less 

than that in the high. 	This can partly be expline 

by the difterences in heritability already discussed 
and partly by the use of ai inadequate scale. In 
addition, there was a tendency for the means to be 

correlated with the variances as selection proceeded, 

the coefficients of variation remaining fairly 

uniform. As the coefficient of variation on the 

arithmetic scale is identical with a constant 

multiple of the standard deviation on the logarithmic 

scale, it was felt that the latter scale would be 

more appropriate because it would equalise the 

variances arid thus make them independent of the mean. 

Thus, without any knoi.;ledge of the correct 

scale, predictions will be made on the basis of the 

arithmetic scale of measurement and will be in error 

if such a scale does not accurately represent the 

true/ 
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true situation. 	However, as far as the disorepaacies 

in predioting advance in low selection in this 

thesis are concerned, It would ajper that the very 

much smaller heritability in the downward selection 

lines is by far the more important contributor to 

error. 

When It was stated previously that the high 

lines gave a response which compared favorably 

with that expected, it was an avera,e of all lines 

within a particular group that was considered. 	If 

the individual lines are tested against the expected 

response they do not present such a favorable 

picture. 	Inmany of the selection groups there is 

considerable varition between lines and this is most 

marked In the 20 selection intensity jroup of the 

mass selection experiment. 	With such extreme 

divergence as was found there, there would seem to 

be little hope for a prediction to be of much value 

except within very wide limits. 

The effects of random urift were mentioned in 

this oonection durIn. the presenttion of results 

and, in addition to this factor as a possible cause 

for the marked divergence between lines similarly 

selected/  
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selected and treated, the likely presence of different 

iso—alleles at a given locus must also be mentioned. 

Artificial selection may alter the genetic background 

sufficiently to allow the differential effects of 

sie of these alleles to be magnified to a sufficient 

extent that they would have a selective advantage. 

Whether the short period of selection practised in 

this present work would provide such a background as 

'might be required to discriminate between these 

alleles is not known, but nevertheless it remains a 

possibility. 

(ii) Other experimental evidence. 

Very few at empte have been made previously to 

validate or examine this particular aspect of 

quantitative genetics. Lerner (1950) has urged the 

design of 'ad hoc' experiments for the purpose of 

verifying the principles arrived at deductively by 

the theoreticians. 	Falconer (1953a) has also called 

attention to the need for more experimental work, 

both for the purpose of checking the validity of the 

theory as well as disclosing new phenomena. 

Lerner and Hazel (1947) were the first to 

examine the amount of response obtained by selection 

relative to that expected. 	For this purpose they 

use 
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used the data that lied been aoomtz1atec. since 1933 

on the production bred poultry flock of the University 

of California. Their ae1ysis indicated that the 

theoretical gains expected on the basis of known 

selection intensity, heritability, and average 

interval between generations were in close agree3nt 

with the gains actually realised. The expected rate 

of progress amounted to 5.3 egs per year whilst 

thet actually realised was 5.69  this latter iture 

being the regression slope of a straight itho fitted 

to the production figures 4ottou f.q,ainst years. 

Lamer d Hazel interpreted tis result as verifying 

the principles of population geetios hioh had been 

derived deductively by aerlier workers, 

It certainly must be agreed that  the expected 

and Pealised figures ogres rem.rkably well, but 

whether this is, to some extent, L fortuitous 

occurrence or whether it indicates, as the authors 

conclude, 'that the currently accepted prinoi1ez of 

puletion gent3tica (excludinE.  the role of mutation) 

re empirically verifioble and lead to prediotble 

tes of improvomcit in populations subjected to 

rtificial selection', must remain open to doubt 

til further experimental evidence becomes available. 

Lerner/ 
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Lerner and Hazel do not state whether the 

regression value of 5.6 eg,$ per year is significant, 

but on the assumption that it is, there is still a 
very large amount of fluctuation in the actual values. 

Of course, this is to be expected with a character 

such as the Production index where the effects of 

environment are likely to be considerable. However, 

the very large increase in the first generation of 

selection, when production rises from 126 egs to 170, 

is a matter of concern, It would appear that if this 

point were omitted from the regression then a somevvhat 

smaller rate of gain would be the result. Further, if 

a prediction were to be made on four or five generations 
of selection, which seems to be a reasonable period 

for which one might look ahead, then the rate of 

progress, as measured by the straight line of best fit, 

would fall rather short of the theoretically expected 
gain. 

One aspect of Lerner and Hazel's report which 
doesn't quite conform with the requirements of an 

actual prediotionis that the family heritabilities 

used in estimating the expected gain were taken, over 

a period of several generations, from the data on 
which the gains were observed (Lerner and Taylor, 1943). 
This is rather a different procedure to one which 

involves a calculation of estimates of the necessary 
parameters from the initial material with the 

subsequent basing of the likely rate of progress on 
such estimates. Using heritabilities as Lerner and. 

Hazel have done does not make a great deal of allowance 

for important changes in this parameter as a result of 
selection and this seems to be the most serious, and 

indeed the most probable, source of error likely to be 
encountered/ 
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encountered in trying to predict the amount of progress 

expected in a given time. Our own data demonstrate 

very clearly that when this parameter changes only 

slightly during selection, the predictions can be very 

aoou.rate but, as for instance in the low lines when 

heritability changes drastically, predictions may not 

be of much value if concerned solely with actual 

progress even though the relative amounts of progress 

of different breeing methods may still be fairly 

accurately predicted. 
Lerner (1950) recognises this dilemma which must 

face the animal breed,.-.,  r. It is very easy with 

experimental material, such as Drosophila species, to 

obtain these estimates before proceeding with a 

breeding programme but, in the case of livestock, the 

position is somewhat different. Large amounts of data 

are required to accurately estimate heritability and 

such data may not be available. In fact it may only 

become available after a considerable number of 

generations. This is a real difficulty which in close 

flocks of limited size will not be easily solved.. 

Kyle and Chapman (1953) have also reported an 
experiment designed specifically to test the 

theoretical effectiveness of selection for a quantitative 

character, the ovary weight of rats which had been 

injected with a standard dose of equine gonadotrophic 

hormone, The foundation stock was characterised for 

sources of variation prior to the initiation of 

selection and the component contributions to total 

phenotypic variance have been detailed. by Chapman (1j46). 

Subsequent selection was in both directions and because 
of the nature of the character observations could only 

be made on collaterals or progeny. The experimental 

results are presented as means of several generation 

periods! 
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periods pooled together and not for individual 

generations. 
The authors conclude that, generally, response to 

the hormone was slightly less effective than expected, 
particularly in the low selection. They sugest that 
the original estimate of the heritability may have 

been too large and that if it were to be reduced by 
one standard error and then appliec to the prediction 
equation the average observed values based on all 

generations and mating systems in both high and low 
selected grous would provide a close fit with 

expectation. 

Kyle and Chapman do not believe that the actual 

heritability has changdd as a result of this two-way 

selection over twelve generations. They come to this 
conclusion because of the absence of any obvious 

trends in the difference between observed and expected 
ovary wei'hts from generation to generation. 

A more recent prediction in the field of animal 
Improvement has been math by Rendel and Robertson  

(1950) and Robertson and Rendel (1950). These authors 

have concluded that the maximum amount of genetic 

progress possible in a closed herd of dairy cattle is 

likely to be of the order of 1% of the average yield 

per year. Using a proeny testing scheme involving 

the use of artificial insemination, the maximum rate of 

genetic improvement in . unit of 2,1DOO cows is 

expected to be of the order of 1.5% of the average 

yield per year. These theoretical calculations were 
based on the assumption of a heritability of milk 

production of 25 and do not make allowance for a 
possible decrease in this parameter. 
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(c) Correlated Response. 

Unfortunately it has only been possible to 

follow the changes in one subsidiary character because 

of the amount of labour involved in dealing with the 

large numbers which have been carried in this 

experimental work. However, the character used, the 

number of sternopleciral bristles, has provided some 

anomalous results which are difficult to interpret, 

at least without the help of additional data. 

It has been seen that initial estimates of the 

genetic correlation suggested that there was a small 

but positive correlation, and on the basis of this it 

might have been expected that the associated character 

would generally move in the same direction as the 

selected. This expected movement did take place as a 

result of high selection but not when selection was in 

the downward direction. Since the expected amount of 

response of the correlated character is theoretically 

given as T a-GS  r0 hA , where the subscript, A, 

indicates the primary character and S the correlated 

character, the amount of response of the correlated 

character in low selection lines would not be expected 

to be as great as that in the high lines. This fact 

results simply from the knowledge of declining 

heritability in the low lines. 

However, this cannot alone sccouit for the general 

tendency for differential behaviour of the correlated 

character during two-way selection, Random drift, as 

has been noted previously, must also be a very 

important contributor to the general lack of 

consistency. Selection pressure will be very weak and 

practically powerless to counteract the effects of 

random drift in the case of genes having small additive 

effects/ 
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effects and being pleiotropio with respect to the two 

characters concerned. For genes having more important 

additive effects, drift will not be so important as 

selection will be more effective in counteracting its 

effect. However, as far as the correlated character 
is concerned, selection will be much weaker for the 
genes responsible for its advance and drift could 

still be very important. 

Viewing the results over all lines it would 

appear that the ability to predict response of a 

oorrelatec character, when the genetic correlation is 

small, is subject to a great dealof error and such 

predictions would generally have little to recommend 

them. 

It has been noted that the genetic correlations 

estimated from the actual response to selection are 

very variable and differ markedly from the original 

estimate based on the statistics of the parental 

generation. Reeve and Robertson (1953) have drawn 

attention to the likelihood of this difference 

occurring. An estimate based on the genetic variances 

and oovarianee in a given generation may differ from 

an estimate based on progress of the correlated 
character resulting from direct selection on the 

primary if the magnitude of the effects of the various 

genes are different. The former estimate will be 

dominated by the genes with the largest effects 

whereas the latter will be based on the sums of the 

effects of the genes actually selected and thus may 
give less weight to those genes having the greatest 

effect. 
The application of correlated response, or rather 

what maybbe regarded as. an indicator of potential 

correlated! 
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correlated response, namely the genetic correlation, 

to practical breeding methods seems to be subject to 

severe limitations. Very large amounts of data are 

required to give anything approaching an accurate estimate 
and possibly the best that can be hoped for is a broad 

subdivision into large or small with a knowledge of 

the sign, particularly if the correlation be large. 

As yet it is not possible to attach an error .to 
estimates obtained from the analysis of variance and 

covariance, and in the case with estimates resulting 

from the method of cross correlations, only an 

approximate error is available. Using this latter 

method in the present study it was not possible to 

establish a difference between two estimates differing 

by as much as 0.3 even though the amount of data on 

which the correlations were based was large. 

The present study does not throw very much light 

on the workings of the genetic correlation estimated 

from the data. There is reasonable evidence to 

suggest that the correlation does not operate-  with any 

consistency in the low selection lines and the reason 

for this is not apparent. 

There are, however, a few examples where the 

amount of correlated response does agree reasonably well 

with that expected. Falconer (1954) has provided an 

illustration which gives some confirmation to the 

theory. Earlier, Falconer (1953) had reported that 

the correlateu response of tail length had broken 

down in his line of mice selected for large v: eight 

whereas the response continued in the small weight 

line at a slightly increasing rate. TL1S break down 

of the corre1e.te, response occurred after the fifth 

generation end the reason for the cessation of response 

was not obvious. 
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Reeve and Robertson (1953) have also compared 

values of th'e genetic correlation they obtained 

as a result of selection for wing and thorax length 

in 	 Their results were 

based on 50 generations of selection, whereas 

Falconer restricted his observations to uhe first 

four or five generations of selection. 	Reeve and 

Robertson's two estimates came to 0.71 and 0.73, an 

agreement whiex must be considered quite remarkable. 

These two workers carried their analysis a 

step further by making independent estimates on 

unselected stock. 	Their methods involved the use 

of psrent-offspring correlations and the correlation 

between sibs. 	Genetic correlations of 0.74 and 

0.75, respectively, were obtained from these two 

types of analyses. 	It would thus seem that, in 

this case at least, the correlated response could 

be predicted with little error providing there was 

little cuange in the heritabilities and genetic 

standard deviations. 

There can be no denying the importance of 

genetic correlations and a precise knowledge of 

their sign as well as their size, must be of 

fundamental! 
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fundamental importance for the successful execution 

of any breeding programme. 	The presence of negative 

genetic correlations between the desirable expression 

of economic traits would lead to selection being 

self defeating and in recent years there has been 

more than a suggestion that such correlations are 

likely to be more prevalent than generally expected. 
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(d) ü.omri±t 

Since chance works impartially on all genes, 

irrespective of the magnitude or detectability of 

their effects, the five randomly breeding lines 

described previously permit of a study of the effects 

of drift unhampered by the confusing elements which 

are introduced by selection. 	Unlike chance, 

selection does not vrork impartially on all genes but 

exerts its maximum pressure on genes having more 

important phenoty;io effects, 	This, although arift 

is undoubtedly of importance in the various selected 

lines, nevertheless, in many instances selection will 

'be pulling against the drLt effect .:d in other 

oases its effects will be reinforced by drift. 	In 

the randomly breeding linos, on the other hand, drift 

will be free to ac in its random fashion, 

In poptl tions of restricted size drift can be 

an important means of changing gene frequency (rikrt 

1931), but since its action is quite random, the 

changes in one generation will very often cancel those 

which took place in preceding generations. 	Selection, 

on the other h c1, will be a more powerful influence 

in c. anging gene frequency while it exercises its 

infla,,rice in the same direction. 	In the case ci' 

genes/ 
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genes with 'very small effect drift may well be as 

important as selection in changinE gene frequency. 

An analysis of the lines at generation 25 reveal- 

ed that there had posib1y been changes in their 

constitution as a result of the chance fixatin at 

certain loci. 	Although these results cannot be 

supported with the full confidence demanded by a test 

of significance, it does at least appear that the 

relative amounts of genetic variance have not declined 

within the lines after 25 generations. 

7riht (1931) has estimated that the time 

(generations) required for random drift to halve the 

genie variance is 1.4 N. 	If the value for N as 

calculated in the study on the number of effective 

parents is substituted, the number of generations 

becomes (22)(1.4) = 31. 	The present results do not 

seem to sup)ort this estinate as it has bea o n that 

after 25 generations the average value for 0, within 

lines is 5.4 aná this is very little different from 

the original vlue. 	This would a;pear to indicate 

that the loss of heterozygosity may not oe anywhere 

near as l rge as 'thoulit. 	urt.er, it is n:n that 

in the cage popul tion there are lCthcJS segregating 

at fairly high frequency, and for them to be maintained 

at such frequencies they nust have a selective value in 

the heterozygous state. 	Thus it is possible that 

within these randomly breedin. lines the full effect o 

randorn/ 
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random fixation may be hindered by natural selection 

favouriyk.  the retention of heterozygotes. 	The 

lethals with high frecjienoy are concerned with the 

third chromosome and there is no reason why genes 

on the other chromosomes should not drift to fixatio 

or elimination. 

These lines do give some indication of the 

extent to which lines apparently of common origin a 

simil..:rly treated can differ after a period in mean 

expression of a character. 	If the drift phenomenon 

is reinforced by selection, the rgnitude of the 

difference can be even greater, as seen in some of 

the selected lines, particularly in the -nass selectbr 

of 20 intensity. 	The reality of such divergences 

makes it fairly obvious that selection can scarcely 

be expected to yield results repeatable in magnitude 

of response. Unfortunately, in past selection 

experiments reported in the literature, no attempt 

has been made to carry replicates and so the amount 

of divergence between lines, other taan inbred lines, 

has not received any attention. 	The evidence in 

this rresent study would indicate that it might be 

of considerable importance. 

The iniportErice of the drift phenomenon has been 

discssed in great detail by Wright (19319  1940 9  

1942/ 
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1942, and  1945)  with particular emphasis being given 

to its evo1utionry implications. 	Lush (1946) has 

examined the role chance piE ys in causing changes in 

gene frequency within iure breeds of livestock. 	He 

has concluded that the changes in gene frequency 

each generation, because of the chance effect, are 

larger than would be automatically required by the 

finite size of the populations and he attributes 

this to the inequality in the number of gametes which 

the various potential parents actually contribute to 

the next genertion. 	In livestock improvement 

there must inevitably be a certain amount of inbreed 

Ing an,.., ti piary effects of inbreeding on the 

genetic structure of a population can be regarded as 

being identical with the random drift of gone 

frequency due to the Mendelian sampling process by 

which one generation replaces the preceding one. 

The effects of drift, then, merit more attention 

in connection with selection work than they have 

received in the past. 	Drift exerts its influence 

at all stages v:here the process of sampling is 

concerned and can be responsible for precluding the 

possibility of obtaining anythin., approaching 

repeatable results. 
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(e) The effect of short term selection on fitness. 

In the randomly breeding cage population from 

which all experiments were initiated the mean of the 

observed character, abdominal chaetae, can be re-

garded as being at a level which corresponds to the 

optimum fitness of the population. 	If this were not 

so and the optimum fitness were, for example, at a 

level corresponding to a chaetae count higher than 

the mean, then individuals near the optimum would 

leave more progeny than those near the mean and this 

would lead to an accumulation of descendants near 

this optimum vslue and very soon the mean for 

abdominl chaetse would have its location at or near 

this optimum. 

It is most unlikely that in the environment of 

the popultion cage that the number o± abdominal 

chaetae commonly encountered would endow the 

individual flies with any differential litness. 

Rather, it would seem that the genetic variation in 

abdominal chaetae number is due to genes having other 

primary tasks and as has been pointed out by 

Robertson and Reeve (1952) 'there are good reasons 

for believing that such genes will usually have 

pleiotropic effects'. 	The primary character, then, 

will be fitness and this will be at a maximum for 

the/ 
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the particular environment and the distribution of 

chaetae will be centred around a mean value the 

genotypes of which will correspond to those of 

axirum fitness. 

It might he expected, as selection proceeds, 

tb -t fitness would be interfered with or lowered. 

!athcr (1941 and 1942) has postulated a system of 

balance whereby genes are arranged along the chromo-

some more or less in a definite order and as seleoti 

for any character would be bound to upset this 

balance, it might be expected that general fitness 

would suffer as e. result of the ensuing state of 

unbalice. 

Meny selection ex1 :erimerits have been described 

in which some aspect of overall fitness has suffered 

as a result of continued selection. 	v:igan end 

Mather (1941-42), for instance, in selecting for 

number of sternopleural and abdominal bristles in 

Drosophila 	oi~aster, have noticed a correlated 

decline in fertility corresponding to periods of 

response in the selected. character. 	Lerner and 

Dempster (1951), in their selection for shank length 

in Single Comb White Leghoris, obtained an effective 

response in the character for the first seven 

generations but thereafter little, if any, further 

gains/ 
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gains were realised. Although response to se1ection 

had ceased there still remained plenty of genetic 

variability in the character and the authors con—

eluded that the genetic 'homeostasis' is mediated at 

least in part by natural selection operating on the 

reproductive fitness of the daae chosen as parents. 

They picture a negative genetic correlation having 

arisen between genotypes for fitness and for shank 

length because of the prolonged selection for both. 

A further interesting example of this sort of 

situation has been desc:;ibed by Winter (1?29) with 

reference to the Illinois experiment where selection 

has been practised for high and low oil content in 

corns 	In the ear containing the lowest percentage 

of oil on record, namely 0.69, some 30 of the 

grains were gerniless. Most of the oil In a grain 

of corn is contained In the germ and in selecting 

for low oil content the size of the germ has been 

decreased both absolutely and relatively in compariso 

with the size of the endosperm. 

In the present set of selection experiments 

described, it has not been possible to follow many 

aspects of fitness very closely. 	yost of the 

matings were in mass and therefore iy decline in 

fecundity/ 
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fecundity, fertility or hatchability ould be 

difficult to notice unless very severe. Obvious 

cases of sterility were, of course, observable. 

If the individuals selected to be parents were 

less fit then those nearer the mean of the population 

respect to the character under artificial 

selection, then some of the selection pressure will 

be expended in overcoming the pull of natural 

selection in the opposite direction from that of the 

artificial selection. 	Under these circumstances 

there would be expected, on relaxation of artificial 

selection, a complete or at least partial return of 

the population to its original level with respect 

to the trait under selection. 

All selected lines have been relaxed with the 

exception of those belonging to the half—sib family 

selection End the results of such relaxation are 

generally very consistent. 	In no single ease was 

there any suggestion of a movement away from the 

level attained by selection in the low lins. 	The 

minimum period of relation was for seven enera—

tions and In most cases it was for longer periods. 

The only conclusion that can be made from this 

observation Is that selection did not have the 

deleterious effects on fitness as might have been 

expected/ 



expected. 	The results from high selected lines 

deviate a little from this picture though not to a 

great extent. 	A few high lines did tend to regress 

towards the original mean a little, but in no case 

did they move back any more than one third of the 

way. 	The remining high lines stayed at the level 

they had reached as a result of artificial selection 

and showed no tendency to move away from this level. 

Thi±ilure 

 

to respond to relaxation was not due to 

1&ck of Fentic v riability :.id this was indicated 

by the successful response,-,hen two of the lines 

were back selected, 

and Mather (1941-42) have sugesteU that 

in the first few generations of selection no 

reduction in fitness would be expected as initial 

response will be due to recombin tion of whole 

chromosomes. 	Later, however, additional response 

will require intre—chromosome recombintion and it 

is this resultant breakin up of the state of 

balance which is responsible for the decline in 

fitness. 	It is L,lmost certLin that Lhls second 

phase lad become important in the pre:ent experiment 

but it has not been sufficiently effective to upset 

the overall itness. 
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The experimental work described was designed 

in order to investigate some of te theoretical 

concept of quantitative inheritance. An outline 

of some of the relevant theory, particul&rly 

in relation to heritability estimation and 

prediction of experimental results, is given. 

In the many selection prograrnes carried out, 

the following general conclusions were drawn: 

The response to selection is asymmetrical, 

greater progress being made in the upward 

direction than downwards. 

Selection, pr unit of the selection 

differentil, was invariably more effective 

in the upward direction. 	In this connection, 

it is considered that heritability declines 

fairly sh.rply vithin the first couple of 

generations of selection in the down lines. 

(a) The L,rithmetic scale is not Lhe most suitable 

one for measuring the character. 	The 

asymmetry of res, onse is attributed to 

differential heritabilities in the two 

directions of selection as well as the failure 

to use the correct scale of measurement. 

(d )/ 
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The absolute variance generally increased 

slightly in the high lines but consistently 

decreased in the low lines. 	The coefficientsl  

of variation declined slightly with upward 

selection whereas they remained fairly 

uniform in the downward selection. 

The divergence between lines, in both 

directions of selection, is c:nsiderab1e 

although more m-rked in the high lines. 	The 

extreme example of tiis is seeLi in one mass 

selection group where one high line has 

recorded a response almost twice as large 

as that of another high line. 	iandom drift 

of gene frequency is believed to be a major 

cause of this lack of repeatability of lines 

simi1r1y treated. 	The initial samp1in 

prooes, :hereby lines are established from 

the cage population, also undoubtedly 

contributes to the lack of consistency in the 

behaviour of the replicates. 	Evidence in 

support of this latter claim is available 

from a lethal test in which it is shown that 

four out of the five high selected lines in 

the 20Z selection intensity group of the 

Mass/ 
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Mass Selection experiment contained 3rd 

chromosome lethals at hith frequency, vkiereas 

the remaining line was free of such lethals. 

Finally, the possibility of the presence of 

isoalleles and their effect &s selection 

proceeds, is pointed out. 

(f) The extent of the variation between lines is 

such as to prevent accurate predictions of 

expected progress being realised. 	By 

avergin the various replicates in the high 

selection, the drift effect is partly ironed 

out and the observed response agrees very well 

'ith that predicted. 	However, in the low 

selection the agreement is very poor and this 

can be attributed mainly to the decline in 

heritability which tkes loe with low 

selection. 

3. 	Using a common selection intensity (201), 

the three different t pee of selection, namely 

Mass and. Half and Pull Sib Family, gave a response 

which ranked in the order expected although the 

relative amounts of gain did not conform to 

expectation. 	Vithin the mass selection experi- 

ment, the result obtained from these levels of 

selection/ 
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selection intensity were in the expected order of 

ranking and the relative proportions of response 

were in good agreement with that predicted. 

Usin. three different types of phenotypic 

correlation independent estimates of the 

heritability 01 the character were obtained and 

all provided results which were very similar. 

Evidence is provided to indicate that dominance 

and epistasis are unimortant contributors to 

varisnee in the cage stock aid thus those 

correlations which are normally inflated by 

dominance and opistasis are not greatly affected. 

Heritability was found to be approximately 

50% in the base population. 	In the high 

selection this figure was generally realised over 

the period of selection whereas in the low lines 

a realised heritability of approximately 30% was 

more of the order. 	Thre were indications that 

in the first one or two generations of downward 

selection progress was of the same magnitude as 

in the upward direction, but thereafter selection 

was less effective. 	Heritability appeared to 

drop sharply to about 30% in the first couple of 

generations and thereafter remained fairly steady 

at this level. 
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The behavio'of the correlated character, 

the number of sternopleural bristles, was 

followed during some of the work. 	The genetic 

correlation was found to be suall though of 

positiv, sign. 	The response of the correlated 

character was somewhat erratic and although 

random drift is believed to be responsible for 

much of the unpredictability of behaviour, it 

cannot alone account for the inconsistencies in 

response. 

The amount of drift variance was calculated 

from five randomly breeuing,  control lines. 	The 

magnitude of drift was greater than, that expected 

from the finite size of the breeding popultion 

(20 males and 20 females) and an estimate of the 

effective number of parents turned out to be of 

the order of 22, instead of the actual 40 set up 

to be parents. 

The results of half a dozen generations of 

selection did not appear to have any marked 

effects on the fitness of the population concerned. 

This conclusion follows from the general failure 

of lines, relaxed from selection, to regress 

towards the original unselected mean. 	The 

tendency/ 
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tendency for relaxed lines to remain at the 

level attained as a result of election was 

more m: riced in the low selection than in the 

high. 
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flure 4 

Response to Sectton 
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Figure 7 

Comparison of Pesponse to Seleotioi Using 
Different Breeding Methods and Varying 
Levels of Selection Intensity 

OBSERVED (o) & EXPECTED (E) GAINS FROM SELECTION OVER 5 GENERATIONS 
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The observed response figures ere the average 
of all replicates within groups. 



Ficjire 8 

Response in Correlated Character 
(ytorno pleural Bristles)__  

CORRELATED RESPONSE NUMBER OF STERNOPLEURAL BRISTLES IN LINES SELECTED 

FOR ABDOMINAL CI-IAETAE. 	shows control lines. 
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In a, b and o broken lines refer to such lines as 
were selected for low numbers of abdominal 
chaetae. 	Continuous lines simi1rly correspond 
to high selection. 



Figure 9-  
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Flalf-Sib Selction. 	rLi 	tt. 	for 
Combined High Sc LovT Lines. 	(Pooleu within 
Lines) 

J.NES 0 1 2 3 4 5 7 

J!1 35,5 329  3.3 39.7 41.4 44fl 4...5 

LOV 35.2 .1 32.3 31.3 .i.O 30.5 30.11 2.2 

F11OC Ii 	h 10 0 1.04 12.39 1.€) 11.35 1.55 i.€) 

ne Lc': .7 u. 10 .79 €).1 6.17 7.34 7.B 

C, 	cieu.i .33 9.79 9.37 2.34 7.91 ....06 7.b/ 
of 

Vrionce Low 2.33 0.34 9.12 -.34 .15 9.00 9.7 

CflIC .)2 5.72 7. 3 1  .9 U. 	Ci .10 4.47 

V,. 	ice Lo 5.02 3.19 3.23 2.09 1.7? 1.91 4.01 3.76 

-notyie Ht.L2 1.976 2.191 2.937 2.5V 2.090 .1.004 1.745 1.d72 
VT i'j:-nce 

L0\' i.97 1.3-0 1.202 1..12 	 411 0.192 0.111 0.72 1.425 

1TiThT Hi I 1.25€) 1.-Lu 1..L 1.241 .:•o i.)24 1.112 1.27 
Cerii c 

ce Lo. 0.222 0. 03 0.523 0.447 9. 277 1.001 0.94% 

* 	Bot1e 
to 

** Bottle 
to 

*** Bottle 
to 

CJL ej1c 	Ic 
total variation. 

effects sini1icnt, 
totel vriLtion. 

effects signifiont, 
total vriition. 

(F <0.01), cut.i 	0.527 

(<0.01), contributin 1.148 

(P<0.001), contributing 1.599 



TABLE 2 

Half-Sib Selection. Average Response and Average 
Cumu1T:tive Seiec1.ton Diierenti1s (C.S.D.) for 
both High Lines :d Low Lines, arii the regression 
of Response on Curnu1aive Selection Differential. 

LO\ 

C.,D. LtEP0lE C.S.D. 1b'0NSE' C;1L4TION 

0 0 35.5 0 55.2 

1 1.70 36 o C,  41. 55.1 

2 5.63 33.3 3.2 52.3 

3 5•3 37 .7 5.12 1.3 

4 7.E1 41.4 51.0 

5 9.73 42,Z 7..4 30.5 

11 9,73 .0 .57 

7 13.41 4',5 10.05 2,2 

+ 

nression 	a 	) 
111 	JL < 	- 

(_ 	 - .i 
 o7.0-2.) 

N.B. All values refer to tkie avcrae of three lines. 

The actual regression values have been 
multiplied by a factor of 100 and are thus 
expressed as percentages and correspond to 
the realised heritability. 



TABLE3 

aig.s!b—Selec Ini idu1 (2) e.nd Family 
heritabi1iieS (hf ) for High and Low Lines. 

'it.Lin Liic 

GERiTI0N 
1-LIGH L0V 

Ki. Ii 

C 0,46tO.JJ.. C.k4 0.46to.11 0.64 

1 O.1-0e16 0.06 0.5Bto.15 0.60 

Ito 1"' 2 0.5 0.37C.l 0.67 

3 L;.36O.15 048 0.31O.13 0.59 

4 053t0.1B 0.75 0.29t0 0 13 0.54 

5 0.54t0.18 0.76 0.31tO.1 0.63 

0 0.36±0.15 0.55 0.55±0.1E 0.6.: 

7 IL 0.3 O.47tCO .1( 0.07 



lc'-Sib Selection. fveant (x), Phenotypic Varicnces 
( 	), Coeffieiens of Variation (C.V.) ind Selection 
Diferentiation (1) for Individual Lines throughout 
period of Selection. 	The Means (8) for the corre- 
ijeted cLirectei, terLop1euri ri:t1ee, are also 

I 3 N 

0 1 2 3 4 6 7 

X 35.1 35.4 37.0 39,6 39.2 40.+ Lc1.9 41.5 

11.06 10.23 10.13 12.1 11.1.  1029 07 10.67 

H1  C.V. 9.49 ,13 ..6O .32 7,34 7,17  7'7 

1.29 2.53 0.:1 2.55 2.5.? 1.45 

S 6.02 6.04 . .. 1.1 i. 

x 35,6 57.7 3.,3 .G 42.1 45.3 43.. 45. 

9.64 14.10 12 	COO' 13.53 10.05 9.90 11.6'7 13. 

C.V. 3.81 9.96 1.55 3.2 7.5 7.3:. 7.64 :1 

1 1.21 2.0 1.31 2.63 o.25 1.71 1-.7 

S 5.0 5.:55 5.62 5.66 5.93 5, 4 5.90 .54 

• 36.0 37.0 37.5 40.1 42.1 45. 

& 10.91 13,11 1.77 1.u( 1L ,51 15.56 .4 

C.V. 9.11 .73 10 5.7 c.37 .0l 3.48 6.42 

I 1.6 1.60 2.30 2.35 2.37 1.72 2.03 

S 5.99 5.62 5.49 6.06 6,53 6.27 

(Cont. )/ 



V 

TA13IE4 (Contd.) 

; 	.:.EHTI0N 

0 1 2 3 4 5 7 

35.3 33.5 32.1 31.4 31.0 30.5 29.6 29.6 x 

12.12 7.o 9.40 6.09 6.01 5.82 4.69 547 

LI  C.V. q1 .86 8.21 9.55 7.86 7.97 7.91 7.32 7.90 

i 2.56 1.9. 1.53 1.14 1.67 1.35 0.84 

S 5.90 5.90 5.2 o.08 6.2 6.78 6.36 o.j 

X5. 4 ).L )2.3 )2.1 31.9 31.0 31.5 30.5 

10.12 7.94 .11 t.66 6.02 6.84 9.25 10.58 

L2  C.V. 6.98 6.59 7.65 :3.04 7.69 8.44 9.Lib 10.7 

1.96 1.73 1.25 0.30 1.24 1.76 

5.cD 5.59 5.49 5.60 5.02 4..6 

35.0 5.0 ).6 31.0 30.3 30.0 29.2 27.6 

2,49 9.41 9.55 6.82 5.79 5.29 7.20 b.1 

L7  C.V. 8.80 9.30 9.48 .42 7.94 7.67 9.1) 9.52 

± 1.11 1.34 1.43 1.51 1.16 0.99 1.76 

S 5.71 o.36 6.51 6.49 U 4 6.19 c.18 598 

Note: All stistics were based on 200 
observetions per line with the exception of L 	and 
L21  generation 5, vliere, because of sterility 	two 
cnd three families rspeetive1y were lost and thus 
the numbers for these lines were reduced to 160 
and 140. 



TABLE 

Half-Sib Selection. Response (x) and Culative 
Selection Dirferentii;ls (C.S.D.) for all Lines 

HIGH  

H 1 H 2 H, L 1 L7 ) 
Geriaca- - - - 

tion. C.S.I. x C.S.I. x C.S.I. x C.S.I. x C.S.I. C.S.D. 

0 0 55.1 0 35.6 0 38.0 0 35.3 0 35.4 0 3 

1 1.92 1.21 37.7 1.8 37.0 2,56 33.5 1.96 32.d 1.61 3, 

2 3.21 37.0 4.11 38.5 3.53 39.3 4.54 3.1 3.69 32.3 2.95 

3 5,74 39.6 6.02 39.8 5.88 40.1 8.07 31.4 4.4 32.1 4.30 

4 8.55 39..2 6.65 42.1 8.23 48.9 7.21 31.0 5.74 31.9 5.89 3 

5 9.10 40.4 9.50 43.0 10.60 43.8 8.88 30.5 6.98 31.0 7.07 3 

1i.u5 41.9 11.21 43.9 12.32 4o. lU.:: 7. .1.5 .06 2 

7 13.10 U.S 12.78 45. 14.35 1 
zi 6.,3 11.81 25'.o 9.21 )0-5 9.82 2 

b 53.5 ± 5.6 71.5 t 4.1 78.4 ± 4.0 58.8 ± 3.4 45.9 t 7.3 69.4t 4. 
b + 51. 	7.1 

~ u.0 	5.3 
+ 

78.8 - 5.3 
+ 

44.3 * 3,2 ~ 
31.1 - 4.0 64.2 

b indicates the reresaion of resonse on 	a cuu1tive selection c;I
differential 

b indicates a sirni1r reression vith the omission of the first 
point. 

Note. All regressions have been multiplied by the factor of 100 
and are thus expressed as percentages and corresond to 
the realised heritability. 



TiBLE 6 

Haif-sibSelection. Regression of log response on 
enrtion for individual lines, arranged in two 

groups of siiilar realised heritability, and test 
of significance of difference aniongst regression 
within the two groups. 

Individual rep;ression Values: 

(A) 

H1  0.02634 0,00295 

0.02402 t 0.00274 

L2  0.01636 ± 0.00347 

ver&ereression = 0.02224 

(B) 
H2  0.03364 0.00192 

H3  0.03976 t 0.00198 

L3  0.03032 ± 0.00222 

eregression = 0.03457 

isofVariance  

Source of Vri tion 	 33 	IS 
A Difference orion. regressions 2 0.00229 0.001144 

Deviations from individu]. 

o.Ln7 I 
cc 
	\ .i. 	. 

line regressions 	18 0.007119. 0.0003955 

B Difference among regressions 2 0.0019256 0.0009628 549* 

Deviations fom individual 
line reressions 	18 0.0031584 0.0001755 

* P<0.05 

N.S. non significant 



T A B 

PUJrTL.-$ib Selection. General Statistics for Combinj 
Data of Hij,h r:d Li Lines (Poled lithin Lines) 

GENEa1T IC L%3 

0 1 2 3 4 5  7 
High 35,4 37.5 39.2 40.4• 41.2. 43.5 45.4 .6.2 

Lov 5,2 33.5 31.2 30.7 30.2 2T..1 22.3 27,9 
Ph T-  U..5 10.72 1.:L.6 10.65 11.42 11.43 9.38 9.66 
varisnees Low 11.8 9.5 6 :3.18 7.2 7.4 5.52 5.99 5.46 

CQe±L1C1tI1Y iiih 9.t2 o.76 E.64 8.08 2.11 7.77 o.75 6.73 
01 	tian Low 9.822 4i) . 8.79 o.91 .0f .:.65 .::.58 
Genie Hith .15 5.0 .5 5.30 5.04 1 	6 5.02 

v.r1. nee s Lo C.1.> 3.7c3 .06 1.21 1.02 1.45 1.67 
mI1y hixi 3.88 3.639 2 .49 3-4-'..54 1.u: 2.35 

varIances Low 5.88 2.55 2,64 1.68 1.38 0.9) 1,lu 1.2 
}1i. 3.08 2.75 2 .01 1.67 2.b9 0.98 1.51 

v r1-rite 	Lov 3.:. 1. .t3 1 , 	- 1 , j 3 C.oI ,7 

Note. 	ith the exception o tie parent1 6enevation, till statistics are based on 57 degrees of freedom between £eni1ios and a total of 720 Individual observations. 	In the ease of the parentol generation, 
the degrees of freedom between families are 114 and the total number 
of observations 1440. 



TABLE 8 

Pull-Sib Selection. Individual (h6 ) and 
Family (h) heritbi1ities  for High and. 
Low Lines. 'Results from nalyses, pooled 
w'ithin 1ine. 

C nra - 
tion High Lines Low Lines 

.2 .  Ii . 	2' h  2 

0.520 7  0.79 0 - 5 	0 0 ,79 0 

1 0.51±0.09 0.76 0 - 33±0 -08 0.4 

2 0.35±0.08 0.70 0.411  0.09 0.72 

3 0.lO.0b 0.67 0.2-0.07 0.62 

4 0.4.7±0,09 0.79 0.1710.05 O.4'• 

5 0.49±0.09 0.80 0.19±0.06 C-55 - 

6 0.21±0.06 0.o... 0.24±0.07 0.62 

7 0.3l0.0: 0.31±0.08 0.6' 

Note. 	All esti-tes based on 57 degrees of 
freedom between families except the parental 
generation ,-here 114 degree of freedom are 
available. 



P A B L E 9 

Full-sib Selection. Average response and 
CumuL:tive Selection Differentials for 
both High and Iw Lines. 

LOW 

Ge te 
iion C.S.D. 2eonse C.G.D. Response 

0 5.4 35.9 

1 2.21 37.5 2.93 33.5 

2 4.20 39.2 4.97 31.8 

3 6.95 40.4 7.12 30.7 

4. 2.93 41.8 8.74 30.2 

5 11.34 43.5 I0.i2 29.1 

6 14.00 45.4 11.38 222.3 

7 15.71 46. 12.71 2(. 

b 	66.0 t 1.40 1.9 

b 	65.8 t 1.10 56.4 t 3.00 

Rote. The regression oi resonse on Cumulative 
selection differertie1, (b), is the realised 
h,ritabi1ity, in this case family heritability. 
b is s similar regression, with the first 
point omitted. 
All tb' values have been multiplied by the 
factor of 100 and are thus expressed as 
percentages. 



TLE 10 

Full-Sib Se1eçpj. Response, (x), and Cumulative 
Selection Di1'erenti..is for the inoiviva1 lines. 

HI 

L1  L L3  

:en, C..]J X C.S.D. X C.S.D. X C.S.D. X C.3.D. X C."-.D,  

0 55.9 - 33. 35.0 55. - 55, 

1 2.02 7 2.15 37.. ..c7 7.3 2.00 35,1 

2 4.73 39, 4..6 30.4 2.1 ' .9 30. 

3 6.23 40.0 7.86 41.0 6.75 39.5 8.06 30.6 6,55 31.5 6.75 30.3 

4 8.05 LI.L 10.31 43.1 3.45 41.4 9.97 30.0 .,22. 30.7 .34 30.c 

5 13.25 42.3 12...9 4,  10.95 43.5 11.37 2.i 2.7 9.15 23. 

0 1-1- .13 43.3 16,77 47.2 13.14 45.2 12.21 20.2 11.64 2.4 10.35 2o. 

7 iJ.92 45.0 13.62 43.2 14.43 45.4 15.0.8 27.9 13.27 27,5 11.05 23.: 

b .1.9 	± 2,9 00,5 	1.5 73.s 	5.0 ).2 t 2.4 S9.3 t 2.5 67.7 t 7.1 

O 5.0 t 2.5 ),7 t 1. 72.4 t 3.9 1 56.7 t 3-3 56.2 t 2.4 56.8 t a. 

b iidicate the regression of .esponse on cumulative s..1ection 
differential. 

b* indicates the same regression with the first point omitted from 
calculations. 

All tbl  values have been multiplied by the factor of 100 and are 
-thus expressed as percentages. 



TABLE 11 

Full ib Sele_etion. Regression of log response on 
generation for individual lines ind test of 
significance of difference .ongst regressions. 

Individual regression Values 

Hi 0.03015 t 0.00218 

H2 0.04476 t 0.00162 

H3 0.03813 t 0.00214 

0.03547 0.00294 

0.03507 t 0.00194 

L3 0.03194 t 0.00553 

Avep~~,&eL. re 	= 0.03592 

Anlsis of arinc 

Source of Varition 

Difference among regresrions 

Deviations from individual 
line regressions 

Deviations from average 
regression 

d. 	 S 
	

F 

5 0.005592 0.001118 2.91 i.S. 

36 0.013851 0.0003848 

41 0.019443 

N.S. non significant 



TABLE 12 

Pull-Sib Selection. 
of Variation (C.V.), 
The mesns (S) for the 
also included in uhis 

a 
Means (x), Phenotypic Variances ( 	Coefficients 
end Selection Differentiu1s (i) ..2., indivjdua1 line 
correisted c*:ru-'cter, sternop1ura.l bristles, are 

bie 

ftr .f ter 
P T 03 7 den. $fl. 

relex- relax- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 atiori ation 

35.9 37.9 39.8 40.6 41.0 42.3 43.3 45.0 45.1 

10.10 10.96 6.43 -.4'_, 9.6 io.16 E. .o3 7.7 

i c.V. 8.36 3.73 7.30 7.53 7.5-. 7.44 6.47 u,3 

i 2.0 2.71 1.50 1.62 2.10 1.30 1.79 

3 5.51 5.67 5.25 5.84 5.65 5.57 5.7'I 5.7?  

35,3 37.3 39.5 41.6 4$.1 4.2 17.2 4... .2 44.2 46.2 

:10.93 11.91 14.12 12.43 11.36 14.03 10.07 10.11 

::f2 	fl,ir, 3.37 9.25 b.5b ,'1 7.31 3.47 6.72 .b0 

2.55 2.b7 2.. 2..5 2.53 2.05 

S 5.99 .17 6,62 6,9 u.G5 7.23 7.77 7.0 '7 

35.0 37.5 5..s 3 	. 41. 43.5 5.2 u.s.4 44.3 

3.77 3.15 iL.?? 9.12 .15 3.07 

C.V. 6.94 7.s2 .03 7.24 3.02 
6 ,95 

6.31 6.63 

2.27 2.13 2.20  

S .74 .L1 3.47 6. 1.L 7.71 8.09 

Contdj 



_L__ (Contd.) 

Lter After 
7 gen. . 	gen. 

0 1 2 4 5 4 7 relax- 
tu 	5fl ti -)n 

x .20.0 30.0 2;.1 Z 	. 27. 2 	•o 

15.. 5.5 15,  1i.7 9.35 7.74 5. 23 o.91 5.70 

Li 	0. 

 

10..20 19.31 l9.00 9.29 7. 9.34 :.37 

3.5.1 l.os 2. 	7 1.91 1.40 0.34 1.67 

S 5.56 5.43 5.74. 5.47 5.76 .55 5.93 5.5  

X 35.s 33... 32.1 31.5 SQ.7 29.7 25.4 27.5 

12.30 7.55 7.11 7.13 7.55 5.16 5,4 4.2.3 

±2 C.V. 9.40 .20 o.j) 3.45 s.12 .05 .5u 

1.8 1.L7 1.L7 1.75 1.63 

6.0 .j) 0L r ). 71 3.9) -. b.1.5 6.12 

X 35.9 33.4 30,5 30.1 30.0 5 2..;.4 2d.3 

12 10.40 7,J. 5. 	1 4.1 4.24 5, 	5 

.L.._. C . V • ) c 3 t• 
r   • 	' _ 7. 

1 2.60 2,. 1.77 1.2i 1.11 1.0 0.70 

S 5.54 5.05 5.53 5.56 5.79 5.43 )•45 5.73 

Note. Line statistics based on 240 observations, with 
19 degrees of freedom between families. 	ie1axeU statistics 
based on 50 observations. 



ABLE 13 

p)_SibSe1eetto. Ue:rit..biiit for all 
lines ihrouf.hOut Period of e1eo1.iOfl 

CENER-TiO 

01 2 3. 4 5 6 

o.47O.l; 
- 

O.15 O.4l.1 tOA 
In ç)44tQ.l5 

H2 0.51±0.17 c. 1t0.l( 2.40-0.l5 O.4&O.1 O.c7O.lo 0.75O.19 0.22tO., 

13 0.57±0.17 0.56±0.17 0.5t0.1E 0.24±0.12 0.6t0.16 0.47±0.16 012X 

Li 0.56t0.17 - 0.40.l6 0.42±,l 0.31±0.13 0,12x 0.26t0.: 

L2 0, 	±0,12 C),35±O,1? - 017X o.32±0.l 0,39±0, 

L3 0.5B0.l7 0.540.17 0.39±0.15 0.30±0.13 
- 

Note. Blank spaces indicate non significant variation between families 
and thus heritabilities are not provided. 
X indicates a significant heritability value, but the standard 
error is not included because of the skewness of the distributio 
at low values of the phenotypic correlation. 



T A B L E 14 

Full-Sib Selection. Number of Sterile 
Metings (out o a poselble 20) for each 
line throuèhout the course of selection, 

Gener.tion Hi H2 	H3 Li L2 	L3 

0 - - 	- - - 	- 
1 - - 	- - - 
2 ----3- 
3 ---3-- 
4 - - 	2 - 3 	2 

I - - 
6 -1 2 4 - 	- 
7 3 3 	3 5- 4 



TABLE 15 

Pull-sib Selection. Observed rroress each 
generation together with that expected on 
the basis of the statistics as determined 
each generation 

(a) High Lines. (Average of Individual Lines) 

Gener Urn 

I nit, i. 1 T' t1 Total 
Fredicli:n 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 45 5C (7 ±ter S a8te.r 7 

1 1.40 1.12 1.36 1.27 1.26 1.30 1.41 1.32 

1.97 1.97 1.91 1.70 1.58 l.) 1,68 1.30 

h 0,79 0.79;; 0.76 0.70 0.07 0.79 0.0 0.58 

Exeeted 	am. 
ech 	eerrotl,74 1.97 1.51 I. 1.90 2.13 0.9%  8.5 11.6 

.( 
eachger ratio u1. 1.j 1.2 1. i.( 1.9 0.80  

( b  ) Lo Liner. ( : r3' e o 	 1 Liner) 

0 

InIti.1 Total ?ote1 
iredict in 0-1 1-2 2-3 5_Li.  4-5 5-6 6-7 efte 	5 f te 

i 1.40 1.49 1.23 1.33 1,25 1.18 1.31 1.25 

1.97 1.97 1.00 1.62 1.30 1.17 0.Oo 1.08 

0.79 0.19 0.64 0.72 0.62 0 -4-1 0.55 0.62 

Ex::ecLe0 
ee 	:ei'. tim 2.51 1.31 1.55 1. 	1 0.el 0.70 0.85 8,3 

eä. 	sIn 
ecerIer:tj3n2.2 1.7 1.1 0.5 1.1 0.. 0.40 .6 7.6 

Expected gain each generation = 



TBLE 16 

Mass Seictio - 20 Inte.sity. 
a 

Means (x), Phenotypic Variances ( O), Coefficients of 
Vrition (C.V.) td Selection Difftrentiels (1) or 
IfldiVidU-€1 Lines 

ie 1 axed 
ter 19 

Liie 0 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 e lie  r€ 
t ions). 

35.2 37.2 404 41.3 47.6 49.9 50.9 50.2 44.8 

13.86 12.55 14.72 15.96 15.2 15.59 17. 25.90 

hi. ,V. io. 9.38 .49 9,02 7.91 :.21 10.13 

i 5 .2j 4.92 v.77 5.u2 5.51 5.o 

X 34,80 37.0 39.0 42.1 44.1 40.3 42.0 42. 42.0 
a 

Op 11 .41 9.83 10.11 15.14 1 2 16.72 12,36 16.51 

C 	V.9,70 Ri.47 b.lb b.c0 9,u9 E.6L. 7, .30 

5.10 4.25 4.41 5.02 5.64 5,62 4.90  

33.4 35.8 37. 41.3 44.7 47.0 4: 0 5 41.5 

10.30 1l,O 10.26 10.52 14.99 16.2e 12,5 12.28 
1 3 

C.V. 9.62 9,27 8.48 7,26 8.67 8.59 7.38 7.09 

I 4.49 4.72 4.47 4.33 54 5.92 4.50  

.x 33.0 36,1 37.9 39.9 45.0 44.0 44.9 45.3 40. 

O 1080 13.77 9.o7 14.09 9.89 10.96 10.70 
24 9.3 9.1 9.78 7.92 8.72 7,16 7.39 7.24 

1 4. -4.48 ',10 4,45 4,59 

33,2 36,5 40.1 :1.4 44.5 .0 51.8 54.9 43.1 

O ii.6o 12.13 10.97 15.19 15.65 19.27 17.17 14.9 
0 

..o79 .:d .u4 v.01 (.06 

7 5.1) o..0 Q.L) ).7 

Contd./ 



Gener;tiofl  
e1xeU 

Line 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .f ter 19 
.enerations 

x 35,2 32,7 30.1 28.5 2E.1 27.3 26.4 	1  24.8 29.8 

G 13.86 9.91 9.15 7.45 7.58 6.31 6.37 5.70 
Li 

V. 10.59 9.62 10.04 9.58 9,79 9.21 9.55 9.63 

1 4.64 4.57 4,02 3..75 3.70 3.1 3.9  

34.8 32.5 30.3 27.9 27.0 25.1 23.2 23.3 26.8 

p 11.41 7.96 7.30 7.02 82 5.)) 
L2 

C.V. 9.70 8.68 .95 10.23 10.13 10.54 .45 9.93 

1 4,58 3.69 3.62 3.Oo 3.96 3.64 2.89  

x 33.4  32.7 31.6 30.1' 29.5 27. 25-81- 24.5 30.5 

Cyp10.30 .05 .24 .78 9.06 i'.o .44 .48 
L3 

C.V. 9.6268 9.09 9.85 10.21 10.18 9.84 11.91 

1 4.36 3,6 3,2 4.21 4.17 .07 

x 33.0 31.9 29.9 29.09 27.0 26.4 24.8 93.4 27.8 

9.57 11.51 0.92 c. .16 :.ig 6.58 7.35 5.07 
L 

C.V. 9.38 io.65 :.79 9.67 10.5.) :.71 i0.31 :.Q1 

i 4.1(, .95 ;.9 3.82 3.97 3-bb  

X 3.9 )1. 2 29.0). c: .O 25.8k24.5 

a 11.60 13.41 9.18 .79 .38 9.70 6.35 10.61 
L5 

C.V. io.o6 11.75 9.85 3.99 10.53 11.57 9.76 15.30 

1 4.12 4.55 4.17 3.63 4.02 4.1 4.58  

All statistics based on 20 observations except relaxed 
generation 19 where n = 50 

All lines were relaxed at generation 5 and scored after 
19 generations of ti-is treatment. 



Muss S° - 27 InitY 
Teans (x), Variance-c' K G), Coefficients or VariLtion 
(C.V.), rid Amounto: :Ection (i) practised each 
generation. 

0-enerc -ti_on 

te1axe ci 
10th B.ck 
genera- Selection 

Gen.1 2en.2 LinD 0 1 2 3 4 5 t1on 

x 33.4 56.6 39.1 1.1.1 43.9 45.2 40.4 

07 
Z.  

10.95 12.60 11.23 16.14 13.51 14.50 12.50 
Fl. - 

C.V. ':.09 .70 2.57 9.79 2.57 2.51 .65 

i 4.02 4.63 4,10 4.o3 4.bl  

x 34.9 37.7 40.4 41.9 44.5 46.4 45.5 
2. 

10.22 12.37 12.05 13.16 11.67 16.07 15.32 
Li 

C.V. 9.17 9.3) i)0 8,65 7.71 ::,64 ...02 

i 3.951 4.46 4,12 4.46 4.16 

34.9 36.2 59 ,0 41.1 43.0 4'.0 45.0 44.0 40.8 

c3T .24 1.3 .0(; 1.0-451,b4 11.86 11.71 10.02 .17 4.84 
113 

C.V. 5.23 9,82 2.30 s.65 .02 7.78 7.03 6.50 5.40 

1 3.67 4.32 3.93 4.37 

Contd./ 



r, 	on  

elaxe ci 
10th &ek 

flCX 3e1eetio 
Gn.1 Gen.2 Line 0 1 2 3 4 5 iOfl 

x 32.7 34,5 32.2 30.2 2(',.7 2i.1 2.2 

. 3.81 10.70 7.49 7.05 7.14 6.53 9.79 
Li 

-tr 
iV JJV 9.4- L • 41 fJ 

n CjJj i
L 

S10 
 

).L)0 ).93 3.30  

x 35.2 33.1 30.S 2e4 23.4 27.2 27.5 

& 13.52 11,2: .39 7.97 7.3 6.33 :..4 
L2 r 

C.V. 10.37 10.10 9.41 9.93 9.56 9.26 10.53 

1 4.38 3..2 3.50 3.29 3.19  

34.3 39.6 32.0 31.2 29.6 2.6 27.9 2.2 30.0 

O. 3,40 11.01 9.12 5,46 6.33 5.11 7.37 .52 5.34 
L 

C.V. ,45 9.86 9.43 7.49 6.49 7.91 10.05 .05 7.70 

i 1 	3.451 4.12 ).1)9 2.b3 ).05 

All statistics based on 150 observations except ielaxed and 
Bek Selected results where n = 50 



TABLE 13 

Las Selee! 
eans (x), 

Vriation ( 
I1Cv1dai 

ion - 40• Intensity, 	a 

Phenotypic Variances ( a- ), Coefficients of 
C.V.). u.rid Selection Diierei'ttia1s (1) for 
lines. 

Generation  

10t 	ben. 
)i' relx- 

Zine 0 1 2 3 4 5 ition 

x 33.8 36.0 36.2 3'11.7 40.4 41.9 41.2 

13.00 9.32 9.88 10.82 11.48 16.35 14.64 

C.. 10.68 8.4c o.69 3.29 B. 9.o4 10.18 

1 3.52 3.01 3.01 3.18 3.24  

x 33.0 36.6 3 6,2 ).0 3.9 40.5 37.b 

4 16.17 9.23 9.02 7.89 11.70 9.36 8.57 
H2  

C.V. 12.18 8.26 8.29 7.38 8.80 7.56 7.76 

1 3.3 2.52 2.83 2.76 3.50  

3.4c.7 36.6 38.9 39.7 41.7 3.2 

14.73 7.07 .14 8.53 11.75 9.92 12.84 
H 3 

C.V. 11.51 7.24 8.27 7.50 8.63 7.55 9• 

1 3.63 2.62 2.90 2.75 3.18 

Contd./ 



T A B L E 18 (Contd.) 

0- E N E R A T I 0 N 

Line 0 1 2 3 4 5 lotL. sen, 
of relax- 
a tion 

x 34.3 32.8 32.1 30.8 30.1 2T).2 28.9 

a i.65 13.73 7.77 4.83 5.30 5.66 5.15 
Li 

C.V. 9.95 11.29 8.68 7.17 7.66 8.15 7.85 

1 3.00 3.61 2.64 2.11 2.12 

x 33.3 34.4 32.4 31.5 30..3 30.3 29.6 

O 10.34 10.73 7.61 8.62 9.52 9.42 18.38 
L2 

C.V. 9.65 9.53 8.51 9.31 10.02 10.10 14.43 

1 3.01 3.17 2.55 2.71 2.37  

x 34.5 34.2 34.1 33.1 31.6 30.4 31.1 

a 12.18 10.40 12.57 7.54 7.98 6.95 5.t4 
L3 

C.V. 9.44 10.41 8.30 8.94 8.66 7.50 

1,29 2.9) 3.45 2.62 2.59 

All statistics based on 100 obervations 
except the relaxed generation where n = 50 



TABLE 

Vass  Selection - 80% Inasity. 
Means (f), Vriances ( 0, 	Coefficients of 
Variation (Q,T,) and Se1ctjon Differantjais 
(I) for Individual Lines, 

GENERATIONS 

Line 0 1 2 3 4 5 

34.3 36.5 35.3 35.7 36.8 37.1 

5.77 6.30 7.05 6.19 7.00 8.52 
Hi - C.V. 7.01 6.88 7.52 6.98 7.19 7.87 

1 0.92 0.78 0.88 0.87 0.90 

x 32.8 35.8 35.4 36.3 37.4 30.8 

13.19 13.57 14.69 8.03 12.25 11.23 
ti 

c.v. 11.09 10.30 10.82 7.80 9.35 8.64 

1 1.35 1.17 0.L9 0.96 1.24 

x 31.2 35.7 34,6 35,7 
35,2 35.2 

07 12.32 11.04 11.40 .b3 13.67 10.73 

C.V. 11.25 9.29 9.75 d.23 10.50 9.0 

1 1.13 1.16 0.98 1.05 1.16 

Contd ./ 



TABLE 19 (Contd.) 

G- B N B R A T I 0 H S 

Line 0 1 2 3 4 5 

)( 
7 

-,-53-8 )).0
<)  -, )5.3 32-8 33.5 32.3 33.8 

2. 

11.23 7.56 6.9 6.96 7.13 7.25 
Li - C.V. 9.90 7.78 3s05 7, .,26 7.96 

I Q.92 0.97 0.94 0.35 0.87 

X ..ii.j 
-:-' 

?j. 
t'\ 7A 

)'t.- E.  - i7. 

10.04 10.01 7.79 6.77 12.00 7.63 
L2 - C.V. 9.41 9.54 0.21 7.40. 9.90 7.38 

1 1.09 1.10 0.96 0.bO 1.13 

33.2 36.5 36.4 36.0' 37.3 35.7 

20.33 12.33 12.36 12.40 14.50 9.59 
L3 - civ. 13.6c 3.65 9.65 9.56 10.20 68 

i 1.10 1.26 1.14 1.17 ..17 

All statistics based on 50 observations. 



0 
TABE 20 

Intra-Sire Regression of Offspring on Dam. 
Analyses of Vri2noe for ale and Female irogeny 

MALI 
Tt' Q 
4.Fê 	J..J

c  . 
Joint Regression 	 1 	255.852 255.85 

Deviations from joint regression 478 4697.01 	9.82 

Deviations from Individual rag. 452 4583.04 10.13 

Differences among regressions 	26 11).97 	4.38 

Residual (Between full brothers) 506 3104.00 	6.13 

MALES 

Joint regression 1 436.27 436.27 

Deviations from joint regression 478 5906.23 12.36 

Deviations from individual reg. 452 5783.76 12.79 

Differences among regressions 26 124.45 4.78 

Residual (Between full sisters) 506 4765.4 9.41 

Note. Sum of Squares of deviations from mean for 
dams (pooled within groups of dams mated to 
same sire) = 6011.8 
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